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'INTRODUCTION
-

; Educational leaders throughouethe country recognize the fact that
, 1

:3

students need to prepaie for a world vastly different from the,one in.

which they are living today. Knowing this, they feel very strongly that

instruction should be oriented toward the fUture and the knowledge and

'skills that the :fu tte will require. But, they ask, how.should thA be

done?' What'emerging themes should be included in the educational pro-
'

cessi And, what p

education?

esses shoUld'be used in implementing futurest,priented

4,

Educators' uide for the Future'is .an 'orientation to some of these

questions. educational leaders to the kinds of instruc-

tional changes that prow de a valid futures reference and to the processes.

likely to be effective in making changes. Its content reflects Research

for Better Schools' five years of study, planning and curriculum

development for schools of the future.

The guide is made up of three units divided into eight modules'

'Unit I, ''ToWard the Year 2000,' provides an overview of important fu-
,

tures concepts, factors,'and forecasting"techniques. Unit II, "Education

for the Future," discusses basic themes, considerations, and alternatives

for future - oriented educatiort, reviews futures studies done to date, and
0

0---
',. `;

addresses futures-oriented prolflem-solving skills. ,Then, Unit III,
....

-..,1
. J

"Prodegoes for Implementing Change," describes some.of the processes of

introducing a future-oriedted emphasis into a school program and explains

7t 'leadership Principles and problemgolving procedures involved. The

/x/xx/v

volume closes with a comprehensiVe bibliography in which ke);Cveferences

.14

z' are annotated.
.1
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Any module-in this guide may beexami,ned iiependently of the others;

howeVer, thereis'a logical flow to their'given order. Each module liro-'
. J .

.

viaes,an introduction to a particulaiarea ca educational futures, alist-
, .

ing of recommended readings, and exercises it applicable. s6ivities

... . . . 1 /relateto planning ture-oriented changes in a school's educational pro-
.

# r
. 4. .

4 4 ,
gram and may be adapted -to the needs of individual schools and staff. ".

Modules may be used foi.individual study,in a workshop or seminar,

I
or as,part of a university course for current or future'school

Whet used as :a generalttroduction to futures topics, each requires aPproxi-

mateiy one day of study time. If, however, the intent is to use the Mod-
,

as'a precursor to actual change in a sehool's instructional program,'
a

additional study, planning, and implementation time.will be necessary.

Users, should have ready library'access in order to take advantage

of the wealth.of matetials on to future in general and on future-oriented

education, in particular.

Of major concern throughout the development of this guide and the,

selection of readings has been timeliness. As you progress through the

materials, you will find many references. to the rapidity of ,change. Fa-

millarityl0F.1th this concept and its implications includes awarehess of the

fact that a great many materials are obsolete almost as soon as they are

published. This, undoubtedly,, will be the case with some references given

in this guide. Therefore, it is extremely important that thIptimeliness

ocsny-futures-oriented issue. be taken into account in all yotir discussions

and readings.



UNIT I: TOWARD THE YEAR 2000

This unit consists of two modules.: Future Changes and Forecasting

Techniques. irst provides an overview of impOrtant concepts and

factors in luturisi. The second describes techniques used in forecasting.

Together, the modules familiarite the reader with the language, purposes

and methods of futurism. .

Module 1: Future Changes includes the following study/discussion -

r -;topics: forecasting alternative futures; adapting to change.or influencing

change; psycho-social change: major change areas; rapid growth and change;
4

and anticipating problems and planning ahead. -

Module12: Forecasting Techniques describes -trend 'extrapolation;
,

multi-factor forecasting using force analysis or cross impaCt analysis;

forecasting alternative futures using future wheels, future histories,

or scenarios; planning for desitelliutures using relevance trees or

decision trees; group forecasting techniques using interview polling,

questionnaire polling, the conference method, or the Delphi technique..

S
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1-0
This module is

of changes that are

with determining, on

Module f
Future Changes:

An Overview of Alternatives

-4

n.concerned with developin -a conception of the nature
,- --

likely to occur during t e-next or 50 yearse and

toward those changes.

an individual and subjective basis, disposition

The literature on alternative futures is vast and the reader can do

no more than sample it. For those who have already red some articles

or -books 'on the subject, this module - offers additional readings to help

round out a well-considered viewpoint about alternative futures. For those

who have not dipped into futures literature, this module offers a care-

fully'selected set of readings that provides a good general int7duction

to the thinking of futurists;

The module consists of six discussion topics. The first three clarify.

some dispositions toward futurism and the future.' The lait three diScuss

reasons for studying the future and introduce possible areas of future

change.

reader may wish to skim through some of the pubiications,which are

di.

Recommende

ug

d readingt accompany each-discussion topic. However, the

annotated in the bibliography before beginning the digcussion topics.

Kauffman's Futurism and Future Studies, and the first chal4er of Wein-
'4

berger's Planning Schools for the Future are particularly recommended.
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Adapting to Change or Influencing Change

4

, Which has priority - adapting to-change or.influencing change?

,Individuals, groups, institutions, and societies can adapt to changes that

have occurred or are occuring, or they can intervene to, shape events

either by counteracting problems that have arisen or by anticipating and

preventing them from arising. Institutions can, if they wish, adapt to

change in their values,'knowledge, or orgaRizational arrangements

and procedures. They can influence change just by the'verylact that most

change, technological developments or society's use-of technology, for

)example, is treated by humans and is therefore subject to control,by

humans.

Recommended Readings:

Weinberger, Planning Schools for the Future, pages 7-8.

Toffler, The Eco-Spasm Report, Chapters 6 and 7.

Ehrlich, Population, Resources, Environment, Chapters, 1, 7, 11, and 13.

Exercise:

Analyze the problem presented by pollution in terms of Society's
adapting to it or controlling it.' Does economic necessity force u§ to
accept pollution of the air by automobile exhaust gases? Must we accept
pollution "by oil spills and the disposal; of wastes in our waterways?
If we accept pollution, how do we adapt 'to it? What individual, group,
or governmental approaches might bring pollution under, control? If con.--

trol is exercised in one area, say, industrial waste disposal, would
other areas such 'as cost to the consumer or product quality, be negatively
affected?

Instead oVpollution, yqu may wish to examine alternative change
topics- use of natural resources such as wood or copper, unemployment,
or skyjacking, for instance.

1-1-2



Forecasting Alternative Filtures

I. gic- -*4

Why do futurists ddvise us to talkinto account possible or probable

alternative futures of society and its many aspects; i.e., economics,

. government, education and so forte -

Recommended Readings:

Educational Policy Research Center, Alternative Futures, pages 1-13.

Kauffman, Futurism and.Future Studies, Chapters 2 and 3.

f Weinberger, Planning Schools for the Fu, pages 4-6.

Exercise:
. ,

When making or evaluat%ng forecasts, futurists consider-that which
is possible, probable; andtpreferable. Given past trends and present
data, many'possible futures may be in the offing, but some are more
probable than others and, subjectively At least, a few of them are_pre-
lerable.

Forecasts on the fuEure(s) of society in America range from Harman's
"garrison'state" to the "doing"more with less Utopia" discussed by Fuller.
What do you follicait? What-social futures are passible, probable, and/or ,

prefetebIe,

Psycho - Social- Change

It is argued that the more

is the interest of that'society

A poor person is concerned only

has time to consider the self.

behaviors, of a society change

and desires evolve with growing

affluent'a society becomes the greater

's members in psycho-social concerns

with physical survival; a wealthy person

Although'`the valuep, and therefore,the

and then circle back, individual needs

affluence toward a greater.interest in

intangibles offered by religion, psychology, or philosophy. In the late

1-1-3
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,. .

1960's these psycho-social concerns were exhibited by student protest,
.

, e. .

anti' -war demonstrations, and women's rights movelknts, amongst others.
.

$
f

e . (

. 'The middle'of 4p 1970's brought a surface calm. Although fdturists such

Herman Kahn,or John Platt present their forecasts in the farm,of,
.

scenarios about the possible futures of society, few if any futurists

choose to determine one probable social future, and none choose to pre-

dict the behaviors likely to come about as a result of pAychosocial

change:.

Recommended

Weinbergei,

Wallia, C.S

Exercise:

In the last 20 year terms renting ,to psycho-social change knave been

Readings:

Planning Schools foi the Futur7, pages 14-25.

. (ed.),,Taward Century^21, Chapters IV and V.

c
introduced or redefined. Consider .the list of.terms below. How ould each
have been defined in 1950? Houowouhryou define them today? What emotional
an 0 intellectual reactions do they.evoke? leach would you expect to have
a long-term iMvact on society? In-5 or 10 years which terms do you think
may. haVe become obsolete? What concepts may develop requiring their own
terminology?

Affiimative action
Alternative life-styles
Commune
Drop-out
Equal rights
Group interaction the'rapy
High

p.

Hippy
Marriage contract
Ms.-

No-fault divorce
Single patent
Transcendental meditation

,1-1-4
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Major Change Areas

Much of the literature on futurism is organized around, lists of

i
major .change areas. you should become familiar with such lists If yott
0 .

, .

have not alma y done so. For instance, WeinVerger's list includes the
t

,

knowledge/techn logy explosion, global interdependence, critical economic
i

and social, probleus,..lhe cultural revolution, and change in authority

structures. Each item on a list of change areas may be subdivi5led many

times; subdivisions are ehen added or rtVised as new developments occur.

A development in, one area can, of course, impact upon other delielopments

and change areas. ,This intera5,wion of developments makes the defidltion

or study ofany change area dxtremely complex, and yet, itis becoming.

More and more essential to.try to understand that interaction and to

think in eernis OfU.terlocking systems.
.

Recommended Readings:

Weinberger, Planning ,Schoolw for the Future, pages 8-21.

Kauffman, Futurism and Future Studies, Chapter'4.

Toffler,...uture Shock, Chapters 9, 10, and 12.

McHale, The Future of the Future, Chapter 4.

. .Exercise: ;`-

C .
,

The critical question about developments within any of these chatIge

F
areas is when are they to pe seen as ad tages and when are they to be .

seen:as problems requiring A solution?' ka part*Ular development is
,

I-

I

1 -1 -5
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not an immediate problem, could' it cause a problem? Could it become ia:.
problem? Under what conditions could the .development be an advantage?
A prOblem? Technological developments 'offer a 'gpod area of analysis °.

here. Consider one of the following: robot."slaves"; computer "teachers";

audio-visual "vigilantes".

Rapid Growth and Change

Universal, rapid, and often unpredictable change has a profound

impact on the individual whatever his orther age, occupation, or status.

Every 'acE. of one's life is affected by changes ;'continually taking

c

place. Economic factors are probably the most obyiaus inflation, changes

in jobs and job requirements, unemployment, rising taxes, threats_Jof

failure in our social security system, and the poSsibility of a general

collapse of the world economic order. Toffler advises that the individual

"Must search out totally new ways to anchor himself, for all the old roots -

religion, nation, community, family, or'profession -"are now shaking

under the hurricane impact of the acceleration thrust." Toffler isnot

advising adaptation or control, but a search for an "anchor" as a tem-

porary stay against the storm of change,.or pOssibly as a slightly more

permanent hold on something other than familiar rocts. He offers At

prescription.

Recommended ReadJngs:

e

Kauffman, Teaching The Future, Chapter 4.

Toffler, Future Shock, Chapters 1, 2.and 3.

McHale, The Future of the Future, Chapter 3, part 1.

1 -1 -6



Exercise:

,s
Imagine yourself five years from now. What chines woUld.you fore-

casuAU your job? `How about your life-style, leisure -time, activities,
and family? Can you imagine a probleM that you will need to solve within
the next five years that s like any problem you have known in the past?

Consider the following: it took 112 years between the disbovery;of f

photography and its applicati , 56 years for the telephone, 12 years for ,

'television, 3 yeirs fbr transistors. Of all the books, ever produced,
more than half were written in the last 50 years. Knowledge and coMmonication
are areas-affecting everyone, especially those people involved with edu-
cation. Can you keep up with the "knowledge explosion?" How might this
knowledge be communicated 10 years from-now?

9.. Anticipating Problems and Planning Ahead

Earlier discussions in this module introduced topics on the rapidity

e and the interagtion of developments inmajor change areas.

Those topics represent two reasons for the'grawing relevanbe and importance

of fhturism. A third reason involves'anticipaming problems before 1they

occur in order to plan ahead. Problem- solving and planning are discOssed

in Unit III. however, it. is useful at this point to consider ways in

which techniqueg of futurism may be used in these areas.

- (Recommended Readings: .

t

Bright, A Brief Introduction to Technology Forecasting: Concepts and

Exercises, pages 1-3, 1-4, and Chapte4 3.

Rosen, Future Facts, pages 77-95 and 131-150:

Kahn and Wiener, The Year 2000, Chapter 10.

1-1-7
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Exercise:

a.
1

Consider population trends where u_live. Will-school enrollment
increase or decrease within the next 2 ears, 5 years, 10 years? If

enrollment fluctuates, what are the probable positive and negative con-
sequences to school buitslings, faculty; and students? How might possible
problems be,anticipted in order to plan ahead?

.Consider the energy crisis. What problems may be anticipated in
heating)ar cooling.sshoOl buildings and in providing transportation?
What alternatives are-feasible, not.only in energy supplies and their
use, but als6 in optimal use of buildings? How might planning now
alleviate problems likely to occur within the next 5 years?

I

1-1-8
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Module 2°
Forecasting Techniques

Dozens of methods of forecastiwthe future have been. eveloped.

In this module, Only few are t : The student who Wishes to

learn about additional methods is adviseeto turn particularly to the .

? .

' Hencley and Thtes volume cited in the bibliography.

There is a fundamental distinction between forecasting\ methods used

to anticipate. what is likely to happen and those used to propose'what

will need-&) be done in. order to achieve some desired future goal.,

"Abbert Beck ca these two approaches, respectively, the "exploratory-

indicative" and the "normative".approaches. The format, according to

Beck, means."thai*.trendsiorojected can be identified in what already

exists; one's effort is to extrapolate." The latter approach'me'Ans that

"the forecasts attempt to envision future needs and goals and AM to

work backward toward. the present,"-(HenCley and Yates, pp.. 413-414).

Take an individual's life span, for instance, perhaps, your own. Your

doctor could warn, "If you keep on drinking all those martinis you'll

probably be dead before you reach sixty." This is forecastingat is

likely to happen. Or, the doctor could promise, "If you want to live

into your 70's, your chances will be a lot better if you cut downon the

'martinis and get some daily exercise." iihis second example illustrates

what probably needs to happen to lead 'to future goals.,; Both forecasting

approaches are discussed in this module..

1-2-1



Overall, the methods(presented in this module fall under five

headings. - The first is trend extrapolation given knowledge of the

history of a topic up to the present, what is to be expected if,the sam

trend continues into the futu rddl, The second heading is multi-factor
low

forecasting, which takes into account the interactions of two or.more

sets of factors in making projections. Two methods under this heading

are force analysis and cross-im pact analysis. Under the third; heading

are methods for forecasting alternative futures. Included here are the

//
scenario method and the development of "trees" of alternative futures.

The foUrth heading deals with planning for desired futures. One method

that.falls under this heading is creating "relevance treed." Fin41157,,

the fifth headirig covers group opinion-gathering methods that arecapplicable

to any forecasting methods. These include the conference method, general

opinion polling, .and the Delphi approach.

Recommended Readings... ,9

The following books are excellent sources of information about'

methods of forecasting the future.

Kauffman, Teaching the Future: A Guide to Future-0 i ted Education.

Hencley and Yates, Futurism in Education: Me thodolo

Gordon, The,Futurists:

Bright, A Brief Introduction to Technology Forecasting: Concepts and

Exercises.

1-2-2



Trend4,;ttrai4lation

The most common way of viewingethe future is to project that current

trendi will continue, Thus, we expect th'at population wi I continue to

increasa;:thaOhe average life span will grow longer each year, that the
1 2

.

'depletion of:rekourcei bf energy, and food will continue, and that tech-
.

)

nological advances will occur "at an ever-increasing rate. (Notice that

1. almost all examples or discussions.of trend extrapolation relate to .

n n

statistical trends. Social trends are extremely difficult to forecast.)

As Kauffman has noted, 'while forecasting the future on the basis of

current trends is very risky, the examination of trends has great value'

in identifying issues or Nelems reqUiring attention. Most of the

problems that concern.us in the present and in the anticipated future have

resulted from trends.that have been evident for a considerable period.

This is the case,Ulth population increase, mounting pollution:the depletion

of natural resources, increasing crime and international terrorism, the

armament race, inf ation, and may other urgent problems.
;

Exponential Growth

In projecting trends into the future,' it ( is vital to recognize that

many trends have an accelerating ratftrthania steady rate of. change. For

example, the rate at which natural resources are expended increases each

year as technology advances, as tha rld's underdeveloped countries move

toward industrialization, and as pop tion.iAcreases multiply consumer

demandi. Also it is essential to recognize that, even though the growth

1'

1 -2 -3



rate involved in a trend remains the same, the quantitative aspects of

change accelerate because etch year's increment adds to the base from

which.the next yeaf's increment is derived,

'Recommended Readings:

,

'Bright, A Brief Introduction to Technology Forecasting: Concepts and

Exercises, Chapter'6,

Gordon, The Futurists. 1

Rubin ( d.), Edu 1 RaTorm for a Changing Soci.Ay, Chapter by

Jonas Salk

Exercise:

Futurists agree that the continuing "population explosion" present
one of the world's most urgent TrOblems. From a world population of abciut
.three quarters of a million in 1750,, the grtiwth trend has led to a pop- '

ulation of about 4 billion' today, and a prOjected figure of about 7
billion by the year-2000.

Consider the population trend in neighboring Mexiy/as an example.,...
In 1950, Mexico's population wAsk.abont 26.million. By 1975, it had grown- -

td-about 60 million. Presently,-MexiCo'spopUlation increase is about
3 million persons per year.

Your task now is to compute when Mexico's population can be expected
to double to 120 million froth the 1975 base of '60 million, assuming an
annual growth rate of 3.5:per cent. Compute the doubling rate by using
tke rule of 70; that is, ditadOthe growth rate of 3.5 per cent into 70
to determihe the number of years until Mexico's poOulhation would double
if the ptesent growth rate continues. Your answer: 70 divided by 3:5 =

= '
years. 1975 + years , the year when Mexicb's

population would be expected to reach 120 million.
What are probable consequences for the Mexican pdoPle if the population

'increase goes unchecked until the year 2000?
What are likely consequences for United States/Mexican relations if

Mexico's population increase goes unchecked? (At present, between 1,000
ana-2,000 Mexicans each week illegally cross the Rio Grande into the United
States in search of work.)



;

Multi- Factr Forecasting

Anrchange in human society inevitably results from a complex set

of interacting forces. Forecssts that do not, take these forces into

;

acCountinare highl' questionable. Twofoi-ecasting methods that.p y

,specific attention to active forces in ,an area of investigation are

force analysis and cross - impact analysis. The former
4 calls for identifying

and forecasting a trend for each of the major forces influencing changes

in ,&he area; the latter focuses on analyzing the interaction of such

forces.

Foice Analysis

In his chapter, "Force, Analysis" in theHenciey-Yates volume, L.D.

Haskew offers a six-step procedure for employing the method'. He'describes

It as "one disciplined means of employing the construct of societal-forces-

at-work in predicting future state, of a given societal enterprise.",(v.55)

Recommended Readings:

Culbertson, et al Preparing EducationalyLeaders for the Seventies.

Morphet and Jesser (eds.), Cooperative Planning lor Education in 1980.

4encley and Yates, Futurism in Education: Methodologies, pages 55-6$.

Exercise:

An important area of-educational change; involves school board,
administrator, or teschdr.saccountability for teaching students basic
learning ob5ectives. Incorporating accountability into American education

!('
would bring about great changes in school orgaffiz ion, instructional
practices,. and personnel polioies and procedures. This exercise deals

3.
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o

with key forces that have to do with determining whether or,not, when,
or how accountability may be implemented in the schools. ,4

The exercise as es that you have .a gene al familiarity with the
topic of educational accountability. Also, it recognizes that you probably
are not in a position to set up a team Ito condu t a force analysis on the
topic. The heart'of this exercise, then, is your projectidn of the direction
and impact of a number of key. fclices bearing on School accountability.° '

What is your definition of educational account b iry?

Cues for checking your answer: Accountability means that a school system,
school, or teacher is required to produce certain learning outcomes with
all students.' To &complishthis, special remedial programs may be used.
Failure to accomplish the designated learning outcomes may result in
penalties of one sort or another--as state withholding of funds.

What are some key forces thAlinfluenoe accountability?

Cues for checking your answer. The following forces are among those that
have been identified:

1. public dissatisfaction with the failure of schools to teach basic
skills well' and to provide sound career educatiOn has led to citizen
pressure on school boards and state governments to require accountability.

2. Legislative actions of more than 40 state governments have moved public
schools toward accountability and some scstes have related school
funding to accountability criteria.

3. The development of behavioral objectives, competency tests, mastery
learning and individualized instruction haVe all provided resources
for implementing accountability.

4. -Work of the NationalAssessment of Educational Achievement has made
it possible to measure the degree of student attainment of various school
objectives.

5. The back -to- basics movement in education has stressed achieving
mastery of the essential skills in language and mathematics.

6. Administrators, and teachers are resistant to being held accountable for
specified learning results with students and this is being reinforced
by powerful unions.

r
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- 7. Movementiftlin education stress
education have rejected a. stress
ment testing, and mastery le'arnin

ing affective eduelation-or open
on behavioral objectives, achiekre-
g.

e 0What has been the trend of any one of the above forces during, ' the past
.deade or so with'respect to' ts iMpact on accO 'ability? What is your
p6jection of its likely impfct on accountability!: briieg the next d6cade?

.

Cross Impact Analysis

Theodore J. Gordon pioneered. the use of7 a croas'impact matrix in

forecasting. Professional futurists commonly .'follow his methiology,

A
sometimes expanding it by usiing sophisticated computer programs. Gordon

describes the cross-impact method as "an experimental approach by which,

the probability of each item in a forecasted set can be adjusted in view

of judgments relating to potential interactions of the forecasted items."

Originally designed to determine the probability of an interacting

set of forecasts, cross impact analysis has also been used to determine

positive and/or negative impact of related developments, and to increase

'the depth of understanding of interactive relationships.
e

A cross impact matrix is a grid. Above the square of the grid, on

the horizontal axis, and at the right of the squares of the grid, on the

vertical axis, related forecasts or developments are given. ,By referring

to a pair of developments (one on each axis) the forecaster completes

each impact square in turn. Stateients or symbols recorded' in each

square may relate to probability, negative or positive impact, needs or

consequences.

Although forecasts bAsed on cross impact analysis may be largely

intuitive, they are nevertheless useful since they do consider interacting

1-Z-7
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forces.

The example below is from "Making Changes," a futures oriented course.

for junior high school students. This example is necessarily simplisti.

Purpose: To determine the ,impact of alternative courses of action upon
".,

certain individuals or -

Axis A: Each column relates to a specific person or group, (e.g., myself,

my parents, my whole family, my friends.)

Axis B: Each row relates to a specific course of.action,' (e.g., I drop

out of school, I graduate, I take a vocational course). .

Recommended Readings:

Gordon, The Futurists.

Hencley and Yates, Futurism in Education, pages 117-126.

Bright, A Brief Introductrbn to Technology Forecasting: Concepts and

Exercises, Chapter 11-

Exercise:

If the technological developments were a reality, what would the
impact be on educational developments?

ear

T;CHHQ14;(A1.. P.T.Vi.:)1.P.E''

Cable TV with
01,dt i,Mai
channel: avail-
able ir. :clack,
anI !....g.

Hose TV,- I inike.1
TIL' :vi..-11

trer-ir inachinesvi t., v:l r
:pow ..e , 1t.

Nion,liCti 1 I.;
b., .... rhano
no, . nem : :. '

. , t 0
. t : r

.::,

l

-.a:ig. .y :

-- ,.

I
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Forecasting Alternative Futures
/-%

- Two-Methods of piojeciing. the future may be like are scenario7

writift..andctceiving alternative fipareits. :These methods have much in_
k

common.. Both project a futpre state of society as, a whole, or 'of some
.

aspect of it sucks the government, or education. The mai

difference is that conceiving alternative futures or "futures histories"

attimpts to identify .the full array of plausible futures while the

scenario method usually presents only one, twb, or three conceptions of

what-the future may be like. Both methods derive in part from the history

of future projections reaching back to Plato's Republic and continuing

With More's Utopia, Thoreau's Walden,-H. G. Wells' War of therlds, Aldous

Huxley's Brave New World,-Orwell'a 1984, and the recent Walden II by

Skinner.

A third, very simple method; is known as the Future Wheel. Although

not as sophisticated as future histories or scenarios, future wheels are

related to the two since all three methods rely to a large extent'on

intuitive fOrecasting.

Recommended Readings:

EPRC Report,, Alternative Futures and Educational Policy.

Purpel and Belanger, Curriculum and the Cultural Revolution, Chapter 1.

Kahn and Weiner, The Year 2000, pages 762-266.

1-2-9
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-Future Wheels

I-,

This technique, developed by Cindy duy and Jerry Glenn, and described

in the August 1976 isWue.of The Futurist, is an intuitive study of needs

and.consequenceelikely to deVelop-froM a given forecast. The forgo-aster

notes the development to'be studied and'circles the statement, thus form-

ing the hub of the wheel. As needs and consequences comb to mind:, the

forecaster records them in satellite circles op spokes from the hub.

Statements in the satellite circles in turn suggest further needs and

consequences which are noted.

Example:

O

Challenge statement: INTRODUCE A FUTURES STUDIES MINI COURSE
IN ONE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL. PILOT DUE TO
BEGIN IN ONE YEAR.

Use your challenge statement as the focus of a future wheel. Use the
future wheel to identify needs and consequences of the implied action.
("Pry not to be critical of yourself.)

. 4
Future "Wheel: 4acher

training

inservic
time

involve
community?

input
from

teacher&

a

FUTURES

ONE SCHOOL

ONE YEAR

curriculum
development

funding

increased
use of
library

new skills
acquired'

reschedule
other

curriculum

1U(andstate)
involvement/

approval

einforc
use in othe

curriculum/
kill ar

possibility
of 'loss'
in some

skill areas

need to
intensify

some
earning,/integrate

urriculu
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Future Histories 4
`..., "--..

. ,,

-. I..

.tn,projecting alternative6futures, thel-uslial starting point'sis to
1 .., . - i!

.'-.

select
...-,

some- future year (say, 2000 A.D.) and bvlay out an..array. of out-'
.,

.
,.

.

, .
...

comes that might exist at .0 that time fitbst'b ben' the Outcomes aonaidexed.
.

t,

'are over-all conditions in national4or, wqrld %eltietY with special

attention to-such areas as governident, ecdhomics, health, education, and

international relations:

Once>an array'of,future outcomes (conditions, stapes) has been projected,
(

ibe task-is.to fill in the period from the current time to the selected

future date with ,a' plausible sequence of events leading to each alternative.

As an example, one might project.a nuclear war. by 2000 A.D. as one alter-

native, and the aYoidapce of such a war as another. The task then would

_be.to outline a likeli train -of events leading tO.each of these alternatives.

Such projected-courses of events leading to.different futures have aptly.

been termed "future histories." They provide a broad framework for think-

ing about the future. They offer contexts for identifying future oppor-

tunities and constraints,' for judging the future efficacy of alternative

P
policies and plans,: and for designing programs that promise to bring into

being-a desired fi3ture history while avoiding others that are undesirable.

An array of alternative future histories can point out basks society must

_perform in thefuture and current premises that must be altered to avoid

undesirable consequen e

Reproduced on the following page is a graph prepared by the Stanford

Research. Institute in 1970 giving an array of plausible futures as of the



t

year 2000 A.D. Note that the futures are plotted along two dimensions.

(1) the degree towhich society is competent and motivated to achieve

goals it undertakes, and (2) the derree of openness of decision makingdegree

to open). The chart obvioUsly presents a good-bad (desirable -

undesirable) array of states with the."bad" end at the lower left and

the 'good" end at the upper right.

C
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The same, array of future states.is presented in the "tree" of

alternative_future histories presented in the figure below. Note that the

tree has a trunk representing the current state of affairs, then various

"branch points" that identify crucial chOices between alternative futures.

Also note that the figure has a time line St the left broketinto decades.
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Exercise:
-

An excellent opportunity to try your hand at projecting alternative
futures is provided by Willis Harman's article, "The Nature of Our
Changing Society: Implications for Schools" that appears as Chapter 1
of Curriculum and the Cultural Revolution edited by David Purpel and
Maurice Belanger. This, optional. exeiefte calls upon you to study Harman's
article, then tti`prepare yodi-own tree of alternative future histories
leading by the yeir 2000 to each of three alternatives Harman names: a

garrison state, a second-phase industrial society, and a person-centered
society.

Scenarios
4

A scenario may take a variety of forms. It may be a chronological

list of'forecasted events; it may be a book such as Rachel Carson'

Silent Spring or a science fiction'novel such as Michael Crichton's
4

The Andromeda Strain; or it mayQbe a dramatic narrative paragraph within

0
an oth ise dry textbook. legardless of form, scenarios typically comply

with certain guidelines. They:

46, specify the
,

forecast date
6

identify ,the focus or main subject

identify related subjects or issues

present.relevantinfration, especially that which identifies

probable innovations

assume that- a no-change surprise-free future is least likely

reveal, imaginative consideration of alternatives.

Herman Kahn, considered by manT to be a.leader in scenario writing,

discusses the usefulness and advantages. of scenarios in The Year 2000.

1 -2 -14



Exercise:

Work with three or four colleagues to determine a topic or question
Of mutual interest, e.g., assume that teaching machines of one kind or
another are used.in all ctassrooms so,thai for 50% of each teaching day

, teachers do not.. teach but play the role of technician-incharge. If

this wag true,in the year 2000, and you were a teacher at that time, how
wound' ',you describe a typical day?

Agree that each person must write a scenario in a given amount of
time. Present your scenarios to each other, checking them against the
guidelines presented above, and,discussing the range of alternatives
presented.

Alternative: Read and discuss the two scenarios which follow.

The two scenarios presented below were developed by the World Future

Society and studied at its Second Assembly in 1975. They present two

extremes, having been exaggerated deliberately to present an:envelope

that would contain most plauSible alternatilie futures. Scenario 1 offers

a pessimistic view .of the future that assumes that Current problems worsen

o

rather thin become resolved. Scenario 2,.on the other hand, assumes.basic
o

changes in society that resolve major current.problems of the world.

Scenario 1: About 300 million U.S. population concentrated priniarily_td 1
large regional agglomerations (megalopolises) near the coast,
al and Great Lakes areas.;.

"AI

The mishandling of human and material resources -- energy.
mineral ores, professional knowledge, etc. -- has resulteg
in a highly tense,, regulated, reactive, and suspicious society.
The casualties of unplanned technology -- the dropouts,,ghe
unskilled, the addicts, the broken families, the lonely
suburban houtewi -7 continue to increase.

A cytlical economy, moderate unemployment and underemployment
until the end of the century. Twenty pertent of the ee6Ple
constantly live below poverty line. Fairly large generational,
ideological, and cultural schisms. A large proportion of the
annual GNP is spent in mediating conflicts, in restoring the



quality of the natural environment, in police protection,
and in maintaining a decent level of social civility.

The gap between technology ally advanced societies and the
Thikd World countries continues to increase. By the year
2000, five major famines in the Third Woridi countries have
occured. The unplanned settlement of the sea has gi;ien rise
to water pollution and has minimized the utility of the sea

PJ

as a source of needed supplies.

,An energy economy built upon nuclear fission with breeder
reactors tas developed. A large number of nuclear plants
have been constructed in advanced industrialized economies.

11-scale wars, with some lowlevel U.S. involvement,
con inue. However, since at least ten of the less techno10..
ically advanced countries have marshalled nuclear capabilities,
the threat of a nulcear holocaust has reached its peak: Also,
threats of economic warfare become a continuing source of con -
cern.

Educational achievement and. political participation depend.
'on socio-economic status. Slowly decreasing, but consider-
able; age, sex, and ethnic discrimination. Free choice is
very limited, and strong pressures exist for conformance to
a common ideology. Strong emphasis on spectator sports such
as football, soccer, baSketball, etc.

Scenario 2: About 300 million population concentrated primarily in large
regiOnal agglomerations (megalopoll,pes) near the coastal and
Great Lakes areas. Revitalized small neighborhoods within
well-functioning metropolises. . People spend more time in
fipily and community activities, ride bicycles, communicate
instead of commuting, walk to work in high-density urban
settings,'and in general appreciate the diversity of options
available to them in the context of metropolitan life styles.

Through effective technology assessments and anticipatory
social planning, society has carefully managed its limited,
resources, and hence can promote diversity of cultures and
ideologies at the national, regional, and local levels.

Many farm, families who were driven away from the farms be-
cause of prevalent energy-wasteful policies have returned to

v.- small-scale farming. A more balanced population distribution
has yielded benefits in terms of human satisfaction and has,
through the concomitant energy savings, bought us the needed
time for more intelligent and thoughtful energy development
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choices. By the year 2000 the required research and develop-
! **mai for improving the efficiency of secithermal energy and

for solar cell.haa. opened up new energy options.

-

A global communication network has been completed that sig-
nificantly contributes to international cooperation and world
-peace. This network bias prom6ted improved information dis-
semination among different cultures. It also has led to
decision-making by gOvernments that is more rdsponsive to
human needs.

Work, leisure, and.other "goods" are fairly evenly distri-
buted. Balance of equality and individual freedoms. Emphasis
is placed on enhancing individual choices and options. Edu-
cation is holistic in nature, striving to prepare the citizen
for a society which enjoys highly individualistic life styles,
but requries strongly participatory and anticipatory govern-
ment.

Planning for Desired Futures

The purpose of future study is not merely to forecast alternative

futures. Instead, its chief justification is that,it offers opportbnities

to create plans for influencing events in ways thaj make the occurrence
w

of desired futures more likely. The scenario method and the method of

conceiving alternative futures provide analysis of what futures may occur

by a given date and identify a chain'of forces and events,that would lead

to each alternative future. Planning to foster the occurrence of a de- .

sired future then calls for working out ways of gaining control of the

forces that will most likely lead to the chosen future. At the same time,

it.calls for planning ways to impede those forces that probably would lead

to undesired futures.



Relevance Trees,
.

The relevance tree offers a technique to use in planning for desired

futures. Relevance trees are linear graphs that display logically derived

sequences or hierarchies of events that should lead to the attainment of
4

desired goals. They allow planners to display alternatives from both

long -range and short-term perspectives, thus facilitating strategic as

well as tactical planning. They can help alert future planners to events/.

actions to be pursued and events/actions to be avoided through compreL.

hensive, logical mapping out of all essential alternative courses of

action. It is important to note, however, that relevance trees display

essentially linear pathways to goal attainment. They model a sequenced

O
chain gf events without the feedback,loopp_and recycling characteristic

of systems planning techniques (such as cross- impact analysis).

McGrath's chapter on "Relevance trees" in Futurism in Education;

edited by, Hencley and Yates, is a good source for learning more about

relevance trees.

Decision Trees

A decision tree is a greatly simplified version of a relevance tree.

It grows from a series of simple questions each requiring a "yes" or "no"

response. Decision trees are described in Laconte's Teaching Tomorrow

Today.

1-2-18



he following example illustrates how a student may develop a decision

\tIlligtree b a on the question "Shall I accept an after-school job helping at

a super maOset?"

,

-

Example of a Decision Tree

° Shall I accept an
after-school job?

Will I have
time to do
my home
chores?

Will I have
time for
homework?

Can I set
money from
my parents?

1-2-19

Willmy
grades go
down?

vio

f Will I have
time for,
leisure? .

Will I have
to work for
that money?

an I earn
money by
making and
.selling
something?

Will I have
time for

S? leisure?

two

Will my
pride suffer.

Do I have th<
necessary
materials?

I
Can I get a </\
bank loan?



Exercise:

Develop a decision tree based on a question related to your personal
e:g., Shall I spend a two week vacation in Florida, or shall take

a certain course. at the Uftivetsity?

Work with your colleagues to develop a relevance tree-,based-on a
real and important educational objective in your area.

Group Forecasting Techniques

There are obvious advantages in applying the experience and ideas

of different people to the conduct of future studies. Experts in fields

related to the topics Of *a study hive special contributions to make.

Also, any people who would be affected, by changes in areas under study

can offer valuable information on "consumer" reactions to changes that

might occur.

Various group methods of forecasting have been employed. This

discussion describes four types of group methods: interview polling,

questionnaire opinion polling, the conference method, and the Delphi

technique.

1-2-20
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Interview Polling

An excellent example of the interview approach is a recent study by

Harold G. Shane in The Educational Significance of the Future. Shane

spent four months interviewing 82 futurologists in "think tanks" or

other types of centers for future study. The interview approach depends

greatly on the interviewer's ability to select the right interview

questions and to conduct questi6ning in a way that elicits accurate and

;full responses. Also, it depends greatly on the interviewer's skills in

analyzing, integrating, and reporting various interviewee reactions. If

these requirements are satisfied, the interview poll can provide in-depth

reactions of individuals representing a great range of expertise or views.

Questionnaire Polling

One of the least expensive ways of polling opinions'isthro,ugh

mailed questionnsttes. However, this method should be used with caution

since a number ordifficult requirements must first be met if it is-to

be a successful poll. The first of these is choosing the right topiCs

for which questions are'aio be written. For example, the purpose of a

questionnaire could be to obtain opinions about what society will be

like inythe year 2000.. Hundreds of topics are telei.tant.to this purpose.

Questions might be on government, economics, population, family organiiation,

religion, morespalution, unemployment, crime, recreation, international

qpiations, and a host of other topics. Which should it be? A general

rule is to limit the number of topics so that several questions on each

1-2-21



can be asked'. For example, questions about government might cover such

matters as whethet the present three.,branches of government will remain,

what role federal and state governments will have in education and welfare,

what civil rights provisions will"be -in force, etc.

A second set 110 requirements in opinion polling concern the con-

struction Or form Of quettions. Questions about the probability of

events occurring call for responses on some form of rating scale such as

a,five-point.scale of highly probable, moderately probable, 50-50 pro-

babilityloderately improbable, and highly improbable. Questions on

alternatile outcomes that may occur may be in a multiple-choice format

with the_respondent asked to check one outcome as most likely to occur,

or to rank the alternative ouipmes, assigning rank 1 to the one judged
A

most probable, etc. Another way of dealing with alternatives is to use

open-ended questions where the respondents aret,asked to write what they be-

lieve is most likely to occur and, perhaps, what they believe is next

most likely. Rating-scale and multiple-choice questions can be easily

scored and.tabulnted. However, open-ended questions have the advantage

of obtaining information on what the respondent thinks withoutlirst

being prompted.

A third critical requirement in opinion polling concerns choosing

the population tobpolled. Usually, sampling methods must be employed

to obtain a representative group. The first question is whether the

sample should be representative of the entire population or only of se-
,

lected sub=populations such as college students, social scientists,
4



or members of the World Future SoCiefi.- lhe rules for obtaining a

representative sample of one or more population groups have been care-

fully worked.out by opinion pollsters. Before undertaking any opinion

survey,the advised to study a practical account of polling

methods such as in Research Methods in Social Relations bfibahoda-DeUtsch-

Cook, or to Obtain assistance from someone who is expert in polling.

A fourth,otftical requiremient in opinion polling is receiving re-

turfrom a high enough proportion of those sent the questionnaire to

---obtain a dependable measure of opinions. For example, if only ten per.-

cent of returns were received, there-would be no way to determine how

much reliance could be placed on the poll's findings. To maximize the

percentage of returns, several approaches are valuable: keeping the

questionnaire brief, clear, and easy to fill out; stressing the signifi-

cance of the poll in a covering letter to encourage returns; and providing

a stamped, addressed envelope. A follow-up letter to non-respondentg is

a good idea.in cases -where respondents are asked to sign their returns.

Another way of encouraging returns is to promise respondents a copy of

a report on the p011.

The Conference Method

Probably the most common approach to future study is the conference

method. This method offers an appropriate process for conducting any' of

the content-referenced method's of futuring: trend analysis, force

analysis, cross-impact method, trees of alternative futures, future

4
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histories, ac &nee trees, etc. For example, the conference

group could start 41Ining trendi in sociey or education in order

to select the issue(s) or problem(s) to be studied. Next, the group

might identify and analyze varioUs forces at work in the problem area,

then project how those forces would interact in future years tp determine

outcomes. The conference,methoe could also be used to project alternative

futures-or to. plan ho no arrive at desired future.gufcams.

As the term indicates, the conference method brings together a

number of individuals to work together in the study of a topic. This

group-process method can be used e qr:in ooMbination with other

process methodsas when a conference et conducts a literature search

on an aspect of the conference topic, or when the conference approach is

'supplemented with an opinion poll of non-conference members.

Two main requirements must be met for successful use ,of the oonfelitce

method. First, the cOnference membership must be appropriate Eor accom-

plishing whatever future-study purposes are to be addressed. Second, the

procedures for collaborative analysis and planning must be effective.

With regard to conference membership, any group of persons might be

appropriate, depending on the purposes of the conference. If ie pur-

pose were to plan future-Oriented changes in a school program, the

2 conference group might be made up of local administrators,.teachers,

parents, and students. A conference group concerned with projecting

future uses of computers in society might be made up of experts choSen

for their knowledge of computers or representatives from business and
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industry, communications, or seciadforces generally.

In selecting Conference members, care shOuld be taken to'ensure that

the members work well together and that appropriate leadership. skills

(in helping select the group's topic, in setting-`up conference agenda,
o

in leading discussion, in helping the group make judgments and develop

plans, etc.) are present. The conference group should be small enough

to allow each member to participate regularly and actively. If .there

are :more than 12 or so participants, it might be desirable to divide

them into work groups that meet,separately from the full group. After

'perfotming their' sepaiate tasks, the work groups meet with the total .

group in full sessions.

With regard to effective conference procedures, the critical require-

ments are that the group keep ciA the appropriate:track-and that, it proceed

systematically through the stages of group problem-solving: defining

the task; assembling relevant information, (perhaps through brain-

storming), organizing information in relation to objectives, and arriving.

at group decisions about outcomes.

The Delphi Technique t

This technique, pioneered in the 1950's by Olaf Helmer and his

colleagues at Rand Corporation, is perhaps the most widely used tool devel-.

aped foor'future policies research. It is based on the premise thatmany

heads are better than one - or as Carl Sandburg phrased it, "Everybody is

smarter than anybody."
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The Delphi technique attempts to,overcome the weeknessee-implicit.

in a sitiglitexperi a one-shot group average, orl'a round'table-discussion.

It is similar toconducting a series of individual conferences, but in

writing. Three main characteristics exist: 1) each participant contrib-
-...

utes input on the topic under investigation before seeing the input of

others; 2)-\ffie inputs of others are anonymous; 3) there are a series of

. ,

investigations in which all previous inputs are shared as part of the

next input. As the'name Delphi suggests, the goal of the technique is

to collect opinions and establish consensus about future probabilities.

It often deals with refinement of the exact nature of developments, the .

time,and probability of their occurrence, possible consequences, desir-

ability, and possible policy alternatives.

The Delphi technique has been badly misused becaUse would-be bare-
r

casters have treated it as a universal tool. It should not be used if

consensus can be determined more easily by a review of the literature.

Nor should it be used in-the middle of controversy or if. .a large

number of the invited respondents cannot or will not participate. The

degign and method of use are extremely important. The designer should:

1)Adentify the topic of research;-2) identify the respondents, prefer-

able experts in the field; 3) conduct research on the topic'aad related.
)0

recent aevelopments, possibly by referring to the. literature; 4) develop

the Delphi statements or questions, using the following guidelines:

(a) being consistent by using either statements or quettions, but

not both and by using similar phrasing for each item:
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f.

(b) avoiding ambiguity by writing clear simple directions and by

using concisetlaimple language;

(c) avoiding double qiiestions (;g., When will A and B happen?);

(d) avoiding assumptions and leading questioner(e.g When will

teachers have stopped striking for shorter hours ?);..

(e) being brief';'

(f) allowing for a range of possible responses.

5) determine the nature and extent of the information to be collected,

use scales, percentages, or time periods, where practical, and allow

space for comments, stating or suggesting the kinds of comments you

would most appreciate.

Some forecasters invite respondents to particpate in an initial or

preliminary stage of a Delphi by asking for revisions or additions to the

questionnaire items. More commonly a forecaster conducts a series of

rounds. The series of events is as follows:

1) respondents receive the Delphi in the mail: Usually they respond

to each item by forecasting the probable date, the desirability,

and sometimes the probability of each event.

2) on receiving the first round of responses, the forecaster tabulates

the results, recording the averages on a Round 2 copy of the Delphi.

3) respondents receive Round 2 copies, each person seeing his or her

own original responses and the averages. They may then revise or

,explain their original responses.
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4) again 'the forecaster tabulates and averages responses, referring

to revisions made in RoUnd 2.

5) respondents receive copies_of Round3 and are once more invited to

revise or explain their responses..

6) the forecaster tabulates and averages the final (Round 3) responses.

One of the earliest Delphis, used for jndustrial forecasting, is

discussed and presentedin its entirety in Bright's A Brief Introduction

to Technology Forecasting: Concepts and Exercises. Chapter 10 of

Kauffman's Teaching the Future is another valuable resource on use of the

Delphi; technique.'

Exercise:.

An example of a Delphi series is presented below.. You are asked to
fill in the sheets marked, Rounds 1, 2, and 3 with your judgments, acting
as :though you were a member,i.of a Delphi group of experts.

Assume that you and the other experts chosen have listed trends
likely to occur in public education. The items presented in Rounds 1,. .

2, and 3 have been chosen.from the list as part'of the Delphi questionnaire.
(Numerous other items normally would make up a Delphi questionnaire. The
three presented illustrate the use of the Delphi technique.)

a
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FUTURE FORECASTING STUDY: PUBLIC EDUCATION

Mirithe coluMn
which indicates the
time interval when
the event is most
likely to occur

Wu id

Please judge the desirability
of the event Wee id

Please judge
the impact of
the even$ on
the quality of
education

(Use

REMAR KS

(Use reverse side if
necessary; identify
by item number

DEVELOPMENT

2

tr I

1. Society will become more
open-minded towards the
teaching of different standards
in morals, ethics and cultures.

ft

0

a

2 0

2. The State Legislature will enact
many statutes dealing with
curricula.

3. Adults having basic skill needs
will attend school with

'school agi students in
regular classes'.

0

1 -2 -29

0



ROUND 2

Your previous
estimate of
time interval
of occurrences

Group
Consensus

.

Please enter your
current estimate
of the time
interval in which
the event it
most likely to
occur
line x)

Please give reasons for your current
time estimate if it is diffe.1; t from
the interval in column two for each
item

1,

.

DEVELOPMENT

-

,

. .

,,

0
cs
4
w> in
14 ' CC

E >.
d...
el

i

we

5

>.-
40

in

w
>--

1

&
..

w.Z

.

,

. Society will become more
n-minded towards the

c4aching of different standards
in morals, ethics and cultures.

Within
6-10
years

i

' .
i

.

.

-

. The State Legislature will enact
- many statutes dealing with

curricula.

it

.

Within
3-5
years

-

. Adults having basic skill needs
will attend school with
school age students in
regular classes.

-

)
More than
10 years . I

'1.

.

3:

1
-

i

,S

.

_

i

,

i
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ROUND 3
-

. r

fkunevwy of reasons provided by the
group for his Dater than group
coneensin) and low (earlier then group
consensus) estimates

Your
previous

` estimate

Group
Coneensus

Please enter your
final estimate of the
time interval at.which
the event is most likely
to occur

,
DEVELOPMENT

Tr

i

.,

..

W
VI

e
W
a. ,,

. N
Z
E

E

.
et

;
V/
A

a.
e

W
q
).

Q
; a,

6
z

1

Society will become more.
open-minded towards the
teaching of different standards
in morals, ethics and
cultures.

Later than:'
Attitudes take a long time to

' thinge.

Earlier than:
Process has already begun.

Within
6-10
years

,

The State Legislature will enact
many star es dealing with
curricula. .

.

.

Laterffiart:
Never legislate curricula.
Educators,ucators, as a pressure group,
will stop it.

Earlier than:
Trend has started.
Spin-off of accountability
movement.

...,

Within
3-5
years

.

c"

Adults having basicskill needs
will attend school with
sChool age students in
regular classes.

r

. ,

Later than:.
Social and emotional barriers. .

Best be handled in community
colleges.

.
Earlier than: .

Good use of vocational schools.

-

More an
10 years

..- ,

.

, ,.

.

.

°Median
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UNIT II: EDUCATION FOR THE FUTURE

In the modules that follow, the terms "future-oriented educition"

and "futures studies" are uyd. Eadh has a distinct definition.

Future-oriented education includes any and all knowledge, skills

and disposions which prepare students for their futures. At present,

future - oriented knowledge could include or relate to such topicer,as

population, pollution, food supplies, international politics or career
dk

preparatiOn. Skills could include critical thinking, problem-solving,

decision-making, as well as the traditional skills of readin , writing

(or otherwise expressing ideadkt\and computing. Dispositions c ld in-

1;
elude those relating to interpErsenal relationships, motivations, ch: ges

and differences in values, among others. Future-oriented eduCation is

necessarily An evolving procesdiWinging in accordance with the changing

.4.
needs of the future.

4. A .

Futures stuvillerHaliqo ::;considered as. a curriculum subject,

somewhit similar tar so- ,--Futures studies may or may not be

part of future-oriWeHteilu**on,Aalthough futurists w uld strongly

advocate

its -incluAioi),,'..1" -- ?A

This unit containOUr 00*.i1e*:::-MOdule 1 presents six themes for

future-oriented educatiOn.AO4U'W2discusSes some considerations and
,. L.

.-,, .

alternati -es for future4ritvtiededucationnodule 3 focuses on futures
-,:`*".' '

studies. Mote 4 des cri*S'..1*.cobet0-so,iyitig. skills.

a

0



Module 1
Theses for Future-Oriented Education

Education of any sort, for anyone, at any age, is preparation for

the future. Yet much of what passes for edudation is focused on the

past or the present and has little value as preparation for living in

the years to come. This module identifies educational themes that are

vital in preparing individuals to cope with the changing world. None of

these themei, it will become apparent, is new; neither is the list in-

tended to be comprehensive. The themes relate to': conception of crisis

problems; possible rejection of basic premises;' conception of alternative

futures; response to change; psychological development and 'social respon-

sibility; and problem-solving competencies.

Although these discussion topics have much in common with those in

Module 1, Unit I, the emphasis here is on the impact of the themes upon
4

learner.

nded Readings:

, The Study of the Future, Chapters 9, 10 and 11.
LI

cational PAicy'Research Center, Alternative Futures and Educational

Policy.
,

Heathers, "Education to Meet the Psychological Requirements for Living

in the Future."

Kauffman, Teaching the Future, Chapter 2.

2-1-1



thi Delta Kappan, September 1976 issu e on "Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow,"

articles by Amara,Harman, Shane and Wirtz.

Rubin, The Future -of Education:, 1

.Shane, The Educational Significance of the Future, chapters 3 and 4.

Weinberger, Planning Schools for the Future, chapter 2.

S.

Developing a Conception of Crisis Problems

A logical reference point for future-oriented education is becoming

familiar with major societal problems that have given rise to futurism.

If everything had been going well in economic, political, social, and

personal spheres, we would not now be demanding leaders with heavy

orientation and expertise in problem-solving skills.

Many futurists who have considered education for the future have

begun by examining change and the mounting problems that it entails. For

learners to become motivated to prepare Elor their own futures, it is

important that they too develop a conception of, and a concern about, the

major probleis associated with change.

Recommended Readings:

Educational Policy Research Center, Alternative Futures and Educational

Policy, pages 6-7.

Phi Delta Kappa1, September 1976, articles by Amara, Bundy, and Harman.

Weinberger, Planning Schools for the Future, Chapter 1.

Stock, "Futures Studies in U.S. High Schools."



FUTURES PRIALEM AREAS

Exercise:

Table 1: Problem Areas, offers a list of problems derived from the
"world macroproblem" in the Educational Policy Research Center (EPRC)
reference on the preceding page. For each of these problem ar&s, you areasked to estimate its importance or urgency, and-then to j.ndicate the
levels of schooling you believe should treat the problem. In indicating
your view of the problem's importance, write 1 (highly critical), 2 (mod-
erately critical)t or 3 (not critical). If you think the problem should
be treated at a given level of schooling, write "yes"; otherwise write
"no."

Compare your respoUses with the survey results presented In Table 2
. (from Stock's article referred to on the preceding page). Of the 184 schools
surveyed, 54.3% were-four year high schools, 29.9% were three year high
schools, and 6.5% were middle schools or junior high schools. Each of
the 28 topics listed 1n the table is clearly described in Stock's article.

.rna

Table 1

Problem Areal

Problem area Importance
Level of E.,..c422

Illesentory Middle Nigh school College Adult

N 1 repources
(depletion)

Pollution

Overpopulation

UsemploYeent

[wine and plague

The have/have not gap

L.

____J

Nucleaf weapons

Terrorise and sabotage

Inv ..ion of privacy

Gsoeti. :antrol

1-------
.

[Mind control
0

MentAl stresses from I

change and uncertainty)

Response key
Importance: I highly critical

2 moderately critical
3 not critical

Level .f education: yes should be introduced/taught at this level
no abould mot be letrodoceddtaught at this level
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FUTURES PROBLEM AREAS (c ontinued)V

Table 2*

Curriculum Topics: Ranking of Topics
By Percentage of Respondents

Including Topic in Their Programs

Curriculum Topic.

Very High, Degree' of Inclusion
(80,1-100.0 Percent)

Alternative Futures 95.1
Population 94.5
Ecology and Environment 93.4
Communication 87:4
Family, Marriage and Sex 87.4
Energy 86.3
Society and Culture 85.7
Education'and Learning 85.2
Biomedical Developments
Aind Behavioral Research 84.5

Housing and Settleinents 83.0
Natural Resources 81.9
Work and Leisure 80.8
Science Fiction 80.3

High Degree of Inclusion
(60.1-80.0 Percent)

Images of Man 78.6
Transportation 78.0
Nature of Change 70.3
Government and Politics 69.8
Production and Consumption 69.8
Futurists and Futures Studies 69.2
International Relations 67.6
Food 65.9
Values Clarification 65.9
Space 65.4

Moderate Degree of Inclusion
(40.1-60.0 Percent)

Legal System and Law Enforcement' 57.1
Religion 54.9
Historic Conceptions of the Future 53.6
Arts, Entertainment and Sports 40.7

Low Degree of Inclusion
(20.1-40.0 Percent)

Systems Analysis 29.3

Very Low Degree of Inclusion
(0.0-20.0 Percent)

None

*from Richard Stock, "Futures Studies in U.S. High Schools," World Future
Society Bulletin, May-June 1977. .Reprinted with permission-of-World_
Future Society Bulletin, published by the World Future Society, P.O. Box 30369
(Bethesda), Washington, D. C. 20014.
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Evaluating Basic Premises

To deal realist gaily with change and the problems it.involves,

individuals must ,quest on and, frequently, reject premises and values

that are basic to the c rrent economic, social, and political order. We

tend to maintain faith i outmoded institutions because of a belief that

What has worked in the pas will continue to serve our interests.

The EPRC report on alternative futures advises that "education

shoUld be directed toward responsible stewardship of life on earth with

the assodiated changes in values and premises," (p.. 10).

Shane contends that:

. we have the probJem1bf changing our patterns of survival
behavior from medieval attitudes of suspicion, self-aggran-
dizement, and competition for scarce goals. Our survival as'
human beings ... today depends to an increasing degree on
mutual understanding, empathy, ability to reach agreement
through interaction and reasonable compromise rather than
by resort to force or "pull rank", (p. 47).

,

He notes that our 'naive use of technology" has created severe threats to
. ./

the e k ironment on which we depend for survival.

Recommended Readings:

EPRC, Alternative Futures and Educational:Policy, pages 9-10, 19-24.
.( Ilk'

Phi Delta Kappan, September 1976; articles' by Amara and Shane.

. Shane, The Educational Significance of the Future, pages 43-50.

^ v
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Exercise:

Below is a list, paraphrased from the EPRC reference on the preceding
page, of commonly held beliefslbout society and its probleis. For .each"
one, indicate the extent to which you subscribe to it. Afterwards, you
may wish to compare your answers with the questionnaire and discussion
presented on pages 70-72 of Kauffman's Teaching the Future.

1.

Premises, Beliefs, Reactions

,,,COmmonly-held belief

Population increases favor the survival
of the human species and the power of

'nations

2. Any technology that we can develop
should be developed

3. People have little responsibility for
the effects of present actions on remote
individuals or future generations

4. Man is separate from nature and so can
exploit nature rather than -cooperate
with it

It is legitimate to follow a system of
economics based on eyer-increasing gross
national product (GNI))

6. The future of the planet can sa ely be
left to autonomous nation-state .oper-
ating mainly independently of ne another

Your belief about this item:

Generally Partially Very
true true doubtful

7. The belief that one should rely on imper-
sonal bises (scientific method, statistical
frequency, etc.) for dealing with huMan
problems rather than on "humane" bases

8. The disbelief that we can achieve "what
ought to be,' replacing witat has been
and what is.

1



Y-

Alternative:

If it may be assumed that futurists have attempted to-determine
their own values and beliefs, and in so doing have evaluated -1- and
possibly rejected -- the "pathogenic" premises of the EPRC report the
question arises as to replacement,. That is, what premises, values, or
characteristics are espoused by futurists? The table below is based on
a list of hypotheses presented in Chapter 9 of The Study' of the Future.

Respond by checking the extent to which you consider each statement-
true of yourself.

Totally Partly
Charaetaistic true true Unte,ue

Open to egperience - ever searching-for nv ideas

Global outlook - thinking in global rather than
national terms

Long-term time perspective - having a sense of hu-

man evolution through tient pelt, present, futu

Ecological orientation - being aware not.oniy of
environmental problems, but also of the complex
interaction of human and natural systems

Concern for- humanity - having empathy for peofte in
disuant times and places

.. t a . -
Rationalism - rcspecting objective and statistical
data, rejecti4mistical forecastingand irrational
notions

Pragmatiamr- demonstrating interest and approval of
effective,.realistic, well-planned programs

Reality of choice - hiving an existentialist's

concern about the act of decision-saking -

Interest in values - desiring happiness of all

. humans in all times and places

Optimism - believing that "if people will only use

their heads, life will be such better in the years
ahead:"

Sense of purpose - hard-working and with a sew'l
of mission

t
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"Developing a Conception of Alterhative Futures`
Y.

, -

Kauffman, in chapter 2 of Futurism and Future S dies, writes:,

At any'giiren moment ... there exists a range of .Ailteinative
futures ... History and physical reality determinewhich
lutdresAre,in that range. Chande and human ehoiee will ,

deteimirwhich one of those plausible futures will actually's-
happ4n1(p.111).

v.

In additi6n to'rdcognizing the pluralistic nature of the future, th I.

learner should understand that a. complexity of interacting are,
I.

also changing rapidly and continually influencing any given alternative

in a variety of ways. Once these.two conceptsNr-pluralism and complex

, interaction -- are understood, the more mature and sophistictted learner

can begin to acquire the skills Of forecasting alternatives.

'Throughout the learning.process the learner should develop a dis-
..

position balanced between the "two perilous, attitudes" descated by

Profestor Howard F: Didsbury in Chapter 11 of The Study of the Future.

One is belief in a "technological fix" -- the hAion .

that 'Science and technology wfll snatch us back ftom
the abyss just in time; this attitude tends to en-
courage wmplacency. At the other extreme -- and
equally ddn'gerous is the great teMptationfto
aggeratg or overemphasize the complexities and
difficulties that lie before us. Such an overemphasis
tends tomake the problems seem so gfeat that sttdents
grow al*thttic or feel completely inbffectualk (ps 214

Recommended Readings:

Kauffman, Teaching the Future, pages 40-42 end 13'2133.

.Cornish, The Study of the- Future, pages' 214 -2'

A

9s9

6'.
9.1-) t.:1
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Exefcise: , to

0 1 .

t

Y-

* 4Below is f liWeof optimist c views drawn from EPRC's Alternative
''Futures and-Educational Policy.. at is your level of belief in each of
these views? Noiice that them list was published in 1970. YOu may wish
to re'spon'd to each qgp twice "once imagining yourself in 1970,*and
then in the presenttwfterwards, compare your two sets of respiodses,
°and relate them to the concepts:Of pluralism, interaction, and the!'
"two perilous attitfides of alternative futures. 1

Technological Fix-One Future Alternatiele
6.

Commonly-held view

1. New technologies will control pollution

2v A revolution in agriculture will solve
the world's food problem

'B. New contraceptive approaches will control
population

Detesrance policies will.prbtect us from
nuclear war.

5,. Urbe programs Qill reduce our problems
ofiracism

6. America's world image willbeconm satis-
factory now thtt we are out of Vietnam

- .

7. Ameticam captt 1 and know-how will lessen
* the have-lhave not.gap 9,

%
t8.

44
fechrtologicalbreakthroughaeill overcome
the.depiltiori of natural resources.'

. _

4
4.6

t
4

0, Ylr
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Responding to Change

1/LA key educational goal fdr students in the future is the disposition

rflarl±to believe that both current a uture problems of society are human

creations and can be controlled or solved through human action.-Id-
r.

fluenCing events is-not liMited to adults.
2

In Stock's survey (reported in the. World Future Society Bulfetins

of May-June and July-August, 1977), 19 goals for futures studies progrems

are ranked by degree of acceptance as judged by the 184 schools', responding..

The seventh goal is "To help students develop the attitude that they can

ke actively involved in influencing their own future." Four of the re-

maining 18 goals are also related to individual commitment to active in-

, 'flUente on events in order to improve present and future conditions.

J. Dan Cover, in an article in The Futurist, August 1974, stated that

futures studies can counteract ".symptons of.distrust, powerlespness, and

a sense of personal meaninglessness felt O- young people experiencing

'future shock." Only when the learner believes that individuals, alone or

in cooperation with ;others, can influence events, will he or she take the

Necessary action, developing the futurist's characteristics listed earlier

in this module.

RecoMmended Relaings:

Cornish, The Study of the'Future, pages 200-202, 205-208, ant 221-224.

*Toffler, Future Shock, pages 334-342, 371-377, and 402-405.

At-

4
.1

411
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Exercise:

' Mentally review the work you do, and the organizational system of
which you-are a part. Consider major organizational changes and the
demands the phanges have made on you. Were those major changes initiated
within the organization, or were they more or less forced on the organization.
by external' factors or groups? To what extent have you participated in
determining changes in the system? Iwgeneral, when changes occur, do

.you tend to ignore them, accept them without changing yourself in any
way, adapt to them, or influence their direction and impact?

t. Developing a Self-Image and Social Responsibility

Many futurists stress the critical importadte of psychological ed-

ucation as preparation for living in the future. Toffler's analysis in',

Future Shock'of the pressures change, complexity, and uncertainty place

on the individual is one basis for emphasizing psychological education.

Another reason for aCe.entuating education in the psychological realm is-

the need for individuals to associate more closely in dealing with the
.

'many problems brought about by change." Learning goals related to the

sort of person-development called for include developing a "future-focused

role image," _achieving or retaining a positive self-concept, learning or
4

determining moral and ethical values concerning others, and building

.leisure-time interests and skills.

Goals of social learning involve attitudes and skills for positive

interpersonal, intrakrotp, and international relations. Included must

be learning to relate to persons different from oneself with respect,

understanding, and cooperation. This means relating effecti4 y across

sex, age, status, ethnft.and nationality lines. The phrase "jolerance

-of° -
of ambiguity," used by Torrance, Kauffman and othilkApc, is releV-ant in

M



learning to relate to others.
. .

Recommended Readings: -"S\

Heathers', "Education to Meet the Psychological Requirements of the Future."2

Purpel and Belanger, Curriculum and the Cultural Revolution, Chapters 2,

9, 11, and 14'.

Weinberger,. Planning Schools for the Future, pages 35-40.

Exercise:

Make a list of major changes you would expect to occur by the year
2000,- Describelltme of the things you will be doing, in the year 2000.
Does your descr ion take into account the. ways-in which your listed
changes would influence your life-style, self7image, or relationships
with others?

Learning Problem-Solving Competencies

Coping effectively,with change, with the new and unfamiliar, requires

that individuals be capable of analyzing situations and devising solutions

to the problems ,they contain: In short, individuals need to become problem=

.SOlvell. This need for employing probleM-solving skills rather than

tryin, co use conventionai "recipes for action" applies to all of one's

life roles -- as learner, worker, family member, community member, citizen,

and private person. Problem-solving includes capability in analyzing the

values involved in'Situations calling for action, then chbosing a course

of. action suited to chosen values.

2-1-12



Obvious correlates of problem-solving skills are capabilities and

4"habit8 bf self-directiom in coping with new situations. Instead of \\

turning to "experts" for answers or solutions, the individual needs to

exhibit self-reliance or what Riesman called "inner directedness."

Problem-solving is discussed in greater detail in Module4.

2-1-13
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Coniiidefailons:an4 Alternatives
for tune Oriented Education

The literature abountisHWith:,Iihalises of past educational efforts,

descriptions of educaticskal;140vAtonand recommendations for, both

present and future end,eia*s;.'*eCreaders are probably reasonably

familiar with such writingS:-Alowe;ier,':you may be interested in re-
.

examining Romp of the lireric4re #vm a futurisOs.perspective.
a ,

. )

and altermative$. 4n, the fiist. Causideraticins .4- two oft 'e three topics

The Rtudy.topi,cs- thl:limodtle fall

a

- . . ,

!'.

. ,

'are-bated op concepts imPertanf tccfuturistsr, while thira,is'hAed on

politIcal'impacts_fe4'hy e4ucators:. The second cat 44r1atfYes
t, r

f ers .to six sources aid then. summarizes recorainendatioi*..
. ... .,.,.

s,

.The commenrsandri
.

teinteS are by no means.117inc1usive; but rather.,

'ar 4

- '
-itepi-egent a samp4n0fsOMe,Ofi-the stronger and more tdirent

The reader IS bIghl:j,Ja4vi4e4 to update the contents bf-thiS,m0d410,,

thcUld,he,(ft shedeCide-;:tP:App1Y. any o'f the ideas presentedture,

oriented education.
.

necessarily. an
...-

,appears in p inr,tadayMay'lle almost totally irrelevant in d.fewyeAS,
,

time,
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Future-Oriented Considerations

Limits. to Growth.

The phrase "limits to growth" has a specific- meaning,to futurists,

who referto findings of the Club of Rome, and she writings Of DOriella
If

and D. L: Meadows, and argue that given finite resources and other

limitations, growth and expansion must necessarily 'reach a point beyond

which they cannoVgor Arthinigh contrary to past attitudes and practices,.

the "limits to growth".argument is not necessarily in conflict with:prog-
.

ress since it does not rule out change.

The most frequent cry heard from educators asked to consider or

''include yet another approach or course is,,"Theres enough to cover al-
.- 4

o.

ready; I can't posiibiy fit anything else in, and I'm not allowed to "throw

anything out."

However, education, unlike some industries, had not yet reached its

growth limits, and it theory should be sufficiently flexible to anticipate,

adapt tc.3-and incorporate change.



Exercise:

In order to analyze some of the factors relating to limits to growth,-
either develop a cross-impact matrix, or. compbete the matrix which.follows.
The sample matrix given is not intended to be, all-inclusive.

'Assume that each item is possible (but not necessarily probable or
preferable). Read.each'item as a command.* Note that items on.the hori-
zontal'axis relate to increase, ancrithat items on.the vertical axis relate
to decrease, -

-

Determine the impact of each,pair of items by asking yourself, "If
both commands were obeyed, what would most probably_ occur? Is the impact -

positive or negative? Would certain conditions be necessary in order for
this impact to be desirable?" Use statementsand!Or'symbols.

Two impact squares have been completed as4Xamples. Rewrite those
impact statements if you consider them inapproOpate .The items are
clarified below, and presented in note form,on'te matrix.

Decrease insulation

Decreastime

Decrease knowledge

Decrease teaching
to test

-- Do not insulate "special" groups of students
from each other or from, courses offered.

Spend less lesson time oweach-curriculum
or subject.

-- De-emphasize the learning of information.

Discourage teachers from "teaching to the
test" suppAsedly justified by the need

I,' for assessment, of student performance.

p. Dectease teacher talking -- Discourage teachers from lecturing or
instructing the class to the extent that
he or she talks more than any 25% of the
students.

Increase peer teaching Encourage students to teach and learn from
each other.

Increase the number.of curriculum subjects offered to the students (i.e.,
offered bUt not always taught to all students).

Increase the number of lesson hoqrs per day, or for the year.

Increase skills *-- Teaching by emphasizing that which stu7
dents can do rather than that which they know.

Increase integration of curriculum subjeCts.

*mg, items presented are based on recommendations commonly found in
current literature.
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fitIlit,_:- "knowledge

Rapidity of Change
. ' .

Factors that inflUence ye J4rapidity of change cLtille-th ow

-4 : V*
explosion"; the increasing availability of technofOgia;tgactang tools;

A: .

fads, theories and innovations bombarding education, iSp,goals and di- -

rections; the "back to basics" movement versus increasing variety of

innovative alternatives; the movement away from production and toward

service employment opportunities; ilidividual'values and social beRaviors;

and many-mOre.

However desirable it may be to take all of these factors into account,

it is not always humanly possible. Awareness of the rapidity of change

and its impact upon learning is both desirable and possible. The im-

. plication is that.:education, for any age group, should be designed to be

in tune with time.- not only for the "now" ef a second grade, but also

for the "tomorrow" of that second grade's final years in high school,

and the "to come" of those studentS" careers:

This-may mean that long range planning is useless; continual short-
.

term planning .may be more appropriate. Alternatively, it may mean that

long-range planning is absolutely essential and needs to be combined with

short-term planning that is frequently updated in accordance with rapidly

changing factors.

Recommended Readings:

Rubin, The Future of Education, pages 165-188.

272-5
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Mandates, Politics and'Fragmentation

Federal and state Mandates or guidelines, particularly those re-

lated to funding, are increasing in quantity and dominance.
4

Increased unionization and teachers' political clout are. irritants

to administration just as adMinistratiVe.control of teacher evaluation

and accountability are irritants to teachers.

Parents and other community members intensify their demands, and.

at the same time, feel disaffected.

The gaps between and among state departments and school districts,

.administrators and teachers, and schools and the community are increasing

and becoming more frictional.

k
These factors are important considerations not only in planning for

future-oriented education, but also in'planning for any kind of educational

change..

In an unpublished planning paper, Dr. Irving H. Buchtn discusses

these and other issues. Although the paper was developed for the state

of New Jersey, the issued, trends, problems and recommendations it dis-

cusses have relevance for all educators.

With the author's permission, one page of the paper is included here.

Notice that the language and layout are telegraphed'- a deliberate de-

sign to improve the probability thAt everything will be rfad carefully. .

Recommended Readings;

1
Buchen, Planning,Paper DF-GT-III: Current and Future Policy and Plan,-

ming Issues.for Public Education.
l

2-2-6 '
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DIVISION OF THE FUTUREWORKING PAPERS: SUMMARY SHEET

ISSUE: Futureijocus of Education .

4.

No endorsement of any probable future; instead emphasis on adaptabilitY
curriculum.

Date 30 June 1977, .4

.1

TRENDS

Increased numberof, curriculum pro'

jail on study of future.

Imissed number of curriculum

adeptioms studying' aspectofthe

future-41o=futures,_etC.

tiOstjUtures curriculum' projects,

peciilly frompublishers,.'ire

tuperficial and scary fcorrelstion?).

One long weary Procesaion of future

shockercand problems. , Overwhelming

sad'

Educations futures 'research and

curriculum development generally-:

lags behind thitt in all other areas.

Often the lessi:sophisticsied.and

methodological.

r

PROBLEMS /OPPORTUNITIES

1. futures has-gee-whiz, faddish'image in

education.

2. Many'teachers believe futures is cur-

rent eventi.; aettiaily coming .attrac-

tions..

.3. Two cultures problem in futures as

well--soft and hard split.

'14, Present momentum is regressive: back

to basics. Difficult to sustain addi-

tional thrust forward to futures

basics.

5. Few opportunities for training teachers

in futures, let clone educational

futures.

4

'

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Education is not a corporation.

A corporation providing products

and services has to opt for a

probable future on the basis of,.

trends; No such clarity avail -gip .,

able to education. In addition,

'education is on an incredible

time line. Five year old in K

in 1977 will graduate high school

in 1990.

4commendation then is that

education cannot put. array of its

eggs in one basket- -slow or

zero growth, intermediate growth

or growth boom. Besides, that

five year old will livethe bulk

of his or her productive life in

the 21st century which may, be

' space-rather than earth-centered.

2. Paradox: the most futures ()Hinted

.;,curriculum then may be the least

explicitly futuristic. Instead,

the commitment to adaptability

to,a ntimber.of different futures

may be i4sAssential fuumees
".

thrust. A, "t,
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Future-Oriented leas And Alternatives

The Views of Experts

Oihis section!referkito five sources, sflected to be as representative

.of the 14erature on educational futures aspoSsible. The sources are.
f

1

1

preSented in chronological order NI Oblication The authOr's.or ed-

itor'S suggestions are listed but not discussed. Thdreader is advised°

to refer-to the original sources in order to-understandpliythe meanings
. ,

-

and imglicatiOns of the. itdiSte'd. The sources ate: Educational Policy

Research Center, ShaneiWanberier,.KauftMlnHeathers and students.

11 .

6

&Since Heathers' themes are piesented in' Unt II, Module 1, they are not

2presented again in this section:

ID

ZdUcational Policy Research Center, Alterpative Futures 'and Educational

Policy, 1970, pages 14;40.
4

a
The "tentative and preliminiary" ts,presented here-are based on '

"internally Self-consistent alteriative Atures likely to occur by the
0

f 1

year 2000." The report was prepared for thelOureau of Research,

Office of Education and includessixidiresi4Ves:
v.

Direct attack on the world macroprobleml.

2. _Control techn'ologica'l development and oapplication;
, V 4A

3. Alter values,, perceptiOns, and premises.;

4, Establish a sense of national purt)os4

5. Meet thceducational demands ofvaried groups;

6.- Educate for coping with 'an uncertain future.



Amin.

,

1!

1,14

ShaneyHarold G., The Educational Significance of.the,,ruturp, 1973t.
7 1

pages 83-86.

.

Shane'g book is an adaptation of a
a

CommAsioner

4.4.

report prepared ,`for the .U.S.
11.4,

of Education in 4972, and is based on ,,11'initerviews _with
0

a.

eighty-two 4pecialists in'many of the flatlets 'think-tanks' and center4

for probing the future.'' Inn chapter four, "Le rningtDeSigfle.for Tomorrow,

Shane proposes a "seamless continuum of learning" whic includs a.
Xk'41%

par4curriculgm, and describes seven emewing characerStidsOf curri-
4;,! , Fc

cular content designed foi the future. .4

-
1. Social discipline ladvanc. towerd,,new values and lif-e stylesit,
2. Non-materialism - ".changing our 'thing- centered' v*ues and appetites";

3 Technology 'rethink'.- attack "the prbblems of naive use of technology";

4. Biosphere concern "respond -... to ete threat of datiage to the bio-
sphere";

Equity in democracy "discard the dreaM that everyone carCrise above
his father's ,status in life";

6. yopdlation control 4.- "sensitize ...'to the problems of unrestricted
breeding";

A
Cit

1_
7. Mass,,Tedia control "cope With theipotential power of mass media in

shaping opinions and atti*rdes ";

Weinberger, JoAn (ed.),jklanning SchoOls.for the Future, 1976,jyages 29=40.

This volume presents results of a three-Year project fo'r the National

4.%

Institute of EdUcation and'iflcludes'opinions about future trends and their
4

implications far eduiftlon by propinent educatOrS and other distinguished

individuals. Chapter.four Future-0?Tented Themes for Education in the

14,

45,



4

I

A.

r.

r

.4%

1980s --ligts these ges,edncational goals:
1P

1. proplem_s0141.n$ 'skills ;o

2. Skills in "pelf- managed leargin& and'actiOn;
ie.

3., Competency majivatiotA;,.i
. o

.

tareerechicalioni

5 litzenship isdpCation;
.

,

-IntlirPersonal an4ptintergroup attitudes and skills;
4

,I.

4
Valvediedocatiop; V

":. ;1,.. 0 o

8. :Tsyiologicateducation; t .=
.4P

, e

'9. Education fcirlitistik
Oi is,

10. A ftiture7160Used rote intge. V.
..* ..

4

p
44

;
1

,

ihuffman, Draper Teelphingte,FUlure, 1976, page 30.
.

*
*. .....

go
..:

Driwing.'on,theffesources of tie Futures Studies4Frogram and the
14-i

4, , ..V4 Vo, ...0.4. * - *

. ScAol ()f Education at Nike Unive0ity'of-114ssachusetts, as well as his
:'

44.

4

1.

'4"
n. I

expepience in field testingkilltas and actiTies, 414n presents P
.14

*
practical book wiitten exl)ressly or teachers.

*
Chapte,tw2, "The Future-,

Giiented Curricuimm," include& a comprehensive table of objective"

s*1,

in six competency areas.

i. AccesS to information;

2. Thinking clearly;

ep
3. Communicating, effectively;

.

.4. Understanding man's environment; 4

5. Understanding man and society; and

*

6: .1)61Qn-a/ compete.
4
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The Views of Students

Today's students are said to be the most tested and surveyed group

n the history of education. This, say some, frequently makes. it difficult

to'obtain.honest and articulgte respOnses from them. Also, in some cases
3

the surveyor's task is. comelicated by the fatt that stu4ents Axe unaware \

the range of possible alternatives and tend to choose known and well-
z I

worn pathways rather than new and different trails.

some studies and reports do4exist which relate to students' per-

ceived needs or attitudes to the prure, or, more frequently, present

results of tests and measures. However, most truly relsevanttileports are

well-buried in the literature, and even when found tend to be ignored by'

educators.
-..

4. 40
.

Research Ica-. Aetter Schools stag have collected some data from
. A P

,

.

students, part of which is presented here. The number of "contributing

students small -and the participating group is highly selective.
N

. If.

V 14 However., ..ifeducation is to be consumer oriented, it may be -argued thaty.

"ii...

A...,

' ...
;-.

...,

._

a little information is, better than none,
W

7
.x.

4

Gifted Students' Opinions

Tne Pennsylvania State; Department of Educatioric"issued .a mandate in

1976 calling for identification and special teaching of gifted or

academically talented. students. The Kennett Consclidat&I School District,

located 35 mites southwascof Philadelphia, serving a MiXtdsemi-rural

4popplation, identified gifted students as those with an I.Q. Of 130 or

above. FolS.owing a very small pilqt program in 1.976, full-scale programs

'r



began in the fail 1977.
,-

Fiftee109th!and 10th graders were identified for the academically

talent.,ed,per)grars.ATP). The program consisted of two class periods per

ciAiering humanities and languagearts.

In September 1977 these ATP students were asked ,to answer the,questions

below. They accepted the task for, two reasons. first, they: wanted their

ideas to be published second, they hoped that their opinions would be

.seriously con\idered by educators. None of these students haebeen

exposed to futures studies or futuristic concepts in school.

The assigned questions were.

That shbuld you learn during the Next three years? What do you
need to know, and what do youneN to be able to do by/the time you
leave school?

What should present 5th graders learn in their last three years of
high school? They will begin 10th grade in1982 and graduate in .9851
Will society, employment Opportunities, available technology eta. be so
different .by 1985 -that present 5th graders will need .to learn different'
knowledge sets, skills,' and dispositions from those you need to lelmin?

Students completed their responses_in four class periods. The

class teacher was present at all times but offered n9 guidance or ins .

structiOn. The four sets of:responses were generated by three groups and

by one student working independently Responses are-presented as they

were written, and quoted vebatim.:: Contributors are named at the request
4 10

df the students.
Ir

_ dY

Ns
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The brief essay below, referring to basic skills, slial respon-

sibility and ,individual motivation, was written by Greta Olson.

The most importantthing I, awl my fellow classmates;
can learn in our school years is the knowledge to be able
to read, write and do at least simple arithmetic. With these
tools a person is open to most ideas, fields', and occupations.

I think, all students need to,feelt a sense of responsibility,
with this quality they will be better studenIts, citizens and
people. To give students this sense the school could give each
student an animal or a garden to take care of It would be to
the students own emotional advfntage to see his'animal grow.
I think if this pro gram was at all successful it would in-
crease the student's pride in himself and his work.

The most important thing a school could give a.otudent is
an interest in learning. BY opening a person's'eye to at least
one idea or field that made the student want to know more, the
school would be giving the student a key to the world.

I am bored by most of what I am taught school. I accept
it as being a, competitive game for helping me to be successful
in life.0 This worries fie because I am supposedly a good stu-
dent. Perhtps my dissatisfaction won't last, I hope so.

The following essay, by Mary Griffith, Rhonda Petrucci, Vial Clark

and Donald Smith, insists on minimum achievement standards In basic skills:

advocates ability grouping, small classes and well-trained teacherS;

--A I

.identifies subject areas - including life skills; and refers to competency

motivation and social respodsiblity,

We think schools'today don't teach students,as well as they
shoiiler. Many,kids graduate from high - school without knoWing how
to read or do simple math. This sort of thing isonot right. "The'
education inpublic schools should be improved.' SchoolS should
set a minumum of things thaqstudents must learn before gtaduating.
Isf they don't learn these things, (such as four years of English
and :arithmetic, being able to read well, etc.) they should be kept
in twelth grade until they do. That way, no. one would graduate .

with the education of a semprith or eighth gratder.
But all students are not equally ihteiligent, so the school

should set lap programs for those who have a learning disability,
or those who are smarter than others. Also, sections (or classes),
should be organized for the whole school according to ability of
the pupils. In other words, ability grouplmg. This prevents students

2-2-13
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who learn fast from beinghandicapp,i'd by thesloWer std-,1
dents.

We also think the-Claages should be:Smalletr: Kids
learn better when the:Class:is Small,because,they.can

have more-individuat attention kfrom the teache .And the
teachers themselves thoUld get' good training. 'Righ,Scbools

o
should make suretiheitieachers are well quali
elementary and Addle school.ic-ismotTso iMporteht,.'hut:.;
in high school students are learning.:subjects4hichwi4
help them get a job" later. The teachers should be the
best the'school can find: ,

The subjects taught in school shouldbe:car*fzully.,,
chosen. First of all,', th, school should provide, 0i7UPses
in ;English, math, and spine :kind of histOryc-togiVe'-th'e

students the general-bac4round of what- they ShOOld,know.
Second, there should be classes'onhow stddedts ve
after they graduate - thesponsibities ofmerria
of7being a family member,,,hoto takeCare,of.:ch$1
and other things related.tC it.. This is,46)qur op
an important thing-to know.. Stpdents CanHhe.pte a
be adults and can' make.puthetter in the Wcfilk,
are taught what to expect qnlyhg:t to do. before

Along with these,subjebta,there should 1:.&'e
classes. StudentS. Chuld'pl6k a athject that int
them, so they would most- likely I stn that.subjec
And schools Shouldproivi-deadvanced courses in t
electiVes, ihsteadof j'il4,WhegirIner clan es. Tha
the, student can Masterwhatever subjece wants
learn.

,

,yanting tp leirhis the ,key factor. Thg school t
to haveia'SCi,dtmoSpergand offer a var y: of cis
to make l''-%111t,feeI. that if /111.kidS

tie ftext,deOde en '':htehool, they will. learn a lot
rid will teach the.i.r.lchildren:more, -and Rix society will
*4m011cote advanced and will :be: a; bet tee place fbr kids

the'

: ,4
.01?

e
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The four members of this group - Ray Leto, Bobby,
.

JOhn gam, and Danny Suwyn' generated a table (chartk ...-StateMents. The statements, from individuals, are i're'

'5.re tat' ions
t -

of humor

from an article, along with a mythi

to highlight the serious, respon sAes.

Chart of Goals

I 4...

Goals'.-
,.-:.:. 4.'": .A1,'

1 -01.1iiROW t10,-topPe',14ittirthe changing, ,,,,.. e'isr
'',47`:-e- ror.11 , '

,t. t, .. A .:.-- ..

4..i ,., , ':A. .

2 .'",:' \ Teach .,..urrent events ow .,.t 0

:iit,erpre,t..them,,, how t y effect-,

Futuie S:ChoOl-
t'd

-"our future. .

f,,

714

Gen ,1

APO

Goes ,w tz ay ""g that what we
.' somehow help u's in

our life time.
,

Be mo. aWaire of the going ons in
the- Wo a go they may .became in-
terested in other areas for future
study and possible jbb,,,cfpper-'

ies.

3--.: 'tearri'..what.: special giftS and. la-
,' -.1.+M-ES',q)eokle have and how' to 4se::,

'Alt ffpr the-'-',ii. torment of the i'.:4,1-'
_"!

Ol, (IC . ;:,
N:?''' ' /
A, ''.. ..--' 1, +1

4 ' ),103N7 to use res arch material'.
... 1'...... ---, ' -,

... 41lectron,fics m (Should) revolu-
. t`;dime :kEtsit'atd on

.2,, ..,;(

3

rpose of this is, to place
.

students in things they, enjoy and
are gb at. This "may 'lead to
jobs.

use

`4

use .of comptitei and how to
theM,may iritrigu,e the unin-

terested learner.

2 - J. -1 5
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Education - Thoughts and the Future*

"Children should be, taught more about the technology
they will have to grow up with,." Bobby -Giancola

"Too much history will create a world full of re-

actionists.- Bobby-Giancolaand Danny Suwyll
"The last years of High School will determine what

career I will choose to follow through college,. The

subjects made interesting to me will probably be what
I will choose as a career." Bobby Giancola

"I feel that students should be given a-praClical
knowledge of the world of business. and finance." John

Gana III
think that studen9s should be exposed to as

many new things and ideas/as possible. Tiiis will help

to make them ready to face the.multitudertf new and
important situations." John Garn III

"The future is what is important. We students are

the future. To share_ the f0-pre we must be .able to make
intelligent desicions that Will:effect our lives. Common

sense and the ability to accept other people as they are

are two of the most important things school should .--teach*."

Danny Suwyn
"Teaching in future years should be geared to meet

.r,, every students needs." RayMond Leto

4'

*quoted from "The Diary of Humanities', authors B.G., °

J.G., D.S.,

copyright 1977 all rights reserved under the Pan
American copyright convention

2-2-16
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The following list of suggestions was generated by Joseph Beach,

Timothy Ikeda, Christopher Luft, Jeff Santucci and David Roberts. It is

of interest to note that thishis response - unlike the others - refers to

\

the process and implementation of change and thd necessity of refining,

altering or discarding curriculum as and when appropriate.

SuggeStions on the haprovement

of School Curricula and Teaching.

In researching this project, we have found that some
ma)or changes need to be made in the p?esent school system.
These changes must be made by all people concerned with school
i.e., the schpol board, concerned students, parents, and r

administrators.
:,. Some changes that we- suggest are,:.

1) PERSONAL ECONOMJCS,

Learning to 'fill out tax forms, how to balance check-
books, investments, etc.

2) SEX EDUCATION,

Birth control methods, planned pregnancy, etc.

3) CURRENT EVENTS, FIELD TRIPS,
These should be included in at leaSt one required
course a year for all high schools. Current events
should be dis"Cussed as they pertain to the course.
Field trips, coullbe made to find out more about
current events, courses studied, etc.

4) TAILOR THE COURSE TO. THE INDIVIDUAL,
This would be for the individual, who, being far ahead of the
rest of his_classmates, could do extra work of his own choosing
in order to get extracredit. This would not be one

. course for one.person,i3ut a course for an entire/ class
to(pursue therr interests within a given'field.

5) MORE LANGUAGES,
Teaching more languages like German, Latin, etc..

e,

'

2 .-17
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6) BASIC REPAIRS,
This cOurse could be taught'in.coajunctiOn with
Home Economics 'to learn how to repair a blender,
lawnmower,,etc.

7) ABILITY TO FIND INFORMATION,
This 'would be taught as a pre4leseareh Paper course,
or as an intrOduction.in order t proyelibrary
or research.skills, etc'.

While we realize that innumerable gaps remain 'because.
of our time and research limit, among others, for the,present
5th grader these courses may be refined or altered as time
determines. For example,,in personal economics: right now
the ability to balance a checkbook is sorely lacking and
needs.tO be taught.- However, in 5 years, maybe nobody w
know how to fill. out a ieposiX slip, and the course coul
concentrate on that aspect. Or maybe a oourse could be-
come obsolete. In short, as time necessitates, our
suggestions could be refined, altered, or. simply discard-
ed. But we, the Undersigned, agree that they need to be
implemented in our present school system NOW.

Summary of Alternatives

'This section presents, the results of an analysis of futures concepts

and impacts as seen by both "experts" and students and lists some recom-

mendations for future-oriented education. Again, the reader is reminded
4

that the listing is not meant to be all-inclusive, ,but rather represeata-

tive of the state-of-the-art of future-oriented 'education.

The five 'expert" sources yield a list of 34 items, made up of

future-oriented directives, characteristics, goals, competency areas,

and themes. The analisis determined the extent of agreement among items

and among groups of items, using a matrix and referring to each source

for intended definitions. Two question's were asked: What percent of ele-

.ments of items of a given group are included in other items.? What percent

of elements of items are included in a :given group?-



A

Since very few items are identical among groups, and since an item

in a giVen group is not necessarily exclusive of other items in that group,

the degree of inclusion ranges from very high to only moderate. An example

may clarify this point. II:characteristic identified by Shane is "mass

media control." This item is perceived as containing elements of 8 of the

34 items making up.the five groups (e.g., psychological education and so-

dal discipline). Elements of mass media control are in "turn included in

14 of the 34 items '( .g., rejection of basic premises and thinking clearly).
4 4

AltPough ach item .was analyzed independently, results are reported for 4

groups of items in Table 1. In this table "group" is, the cluster,of

*items listed by a given author or editor, "item" is a goal, characteristic,,

directive, theme gr competency area.as identified by the author or editor;

and "element" is an essential coriponent of a given item.

01011'

Table 1 -

`Extent of AgreeMent among Items
.Author/editor Gtouping # items 1 of group items Z elements of all items

included in all items included in group
i:P1(6, directives. 5..

:ihane. chaNeriatics' 7

40inberger goals ' IO'

KaLiffman competence areas 6

Heathers, themes 6

48 69 A'

45 79

78 75

83 44

77 64

This table shows that 83 percent of the elements in Kauffman 's com-

petence areas argitocludell in all itemsZ Elements of Weinbetgei's,,,g4_s

and ,Heathers' theNesare next highest in inclusion, scO percent

and 77 percent otively: 48'percent of the
4

rectives and 45 percet of elements

cluded in all items.

elements of etle EPRC. di-

of Shane's characteristics are in-
/ .
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Shane's characteristics include

Weinberger's

elements of 79 percent of the items.

a.

goals contain elements of 75 percent; the EPRC directives'

contain elements of 69 percent;-Heathers' themes coktaidelements of,
-

64 percent; end Kauffman's competence areas contain elememts; of 44 percent

of the items,

KNOWLEDGE

JABii 2

,Groupings of Alternatiams ILaima Identified by Expert@

SKILLS DISPOSITIONS PRESCRIPTIONS

macro/crisis problem(s) (E1.1.11)

alternative future; (0)

acckss to information (KI)

men and environment (KG)

man and society (K5)

problem-solving (H6,W1)

elf-managed learning (W2)

thinking clearly (K2)

communicating.((3)

interpersonal /group skills (W6)

personal competence (K6)

alter/evalisate premises (E3,H2)

'respond to change (N4)

social responsibility (N5)

meet varying demands (k5)

tope with uncertainity (Eb)

*menet of national purpose (E4)

(SI),

non-materialism (S2)

technological rethink (0.S3)

bioaphere concern ($4)

equity in democracy, (S5)

population control (SO

i41111 media control (S7)

competency motliaklo8 (W3)

future-focused role (W10)

ed. (WO

citizen ed. (W5)

values ed. '(p)

psychological ed. (W8)

leisure ed: (W9)

Key: E EPRC

Shane
'4einberger

, - Nautiman
H - Heathers-

..11apositIona for leaders in aovernment
di.p.,sitions to be introduced co.students.

and/or education

Table 2

Eadt.item is

it seems to

rather th..

AP-

ra

4

groups the items identified by experts under four' headings.."

714if '44included only. once, and is placed under the headin to which.

be most Strongly related, although*it may very well fit-,:under

41_v another heading

concisely. The

authdr

Items are abbreviated in order,to tabulate them

leEter-(s) ancfnuMbef(S) following each item identify cht

Initial and sequential position Of the-itemOr editor by first

as originally presented.

2 -2 -20
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KNOWLEDGE

e TAIL&

Croupinga of Alternstiva Lima Identif fed by Students

SKILLS DfSfOSITIONS. PRESCRIPTIONS

Illatury (G) 1 Raiding (0,G) I social reiponstbllity (0,G.L) Antsal/vIarden ..1ry iol
Current event. 1,:..5) Writing (0,C) personal Prias lO( :Elect Lye ctuiraes (C)
41,,s e. Int ormuitinn(L,N) ' Arithmetic (;.(,) individual sot I'vat Ion O.C.1 ) `Sex ed. in)
Ivt oi 00, (I) Life skills (C) minimum achievement standard# ICI Flvld ,,rips i),
S...(rsa, t inanre (L) De,- talon-making (i. nabll it y grouping (c)
ii,:eiill .ansuases (b) Personal economics Ill) *smaller. lasses 16)

. well trained teachers-T.) I
ind iv th,.il needs c.c.), I .11)

,.,.ping ifith.hen4u f L.,
acceptan. e of Ot h e r I I I III

V,
..... -, .

Key: (4 Even

r. rff f It, 'Petro, .st k and Smith

hr., n, Ikeda. Lott. ,a(ILLItCi. and Roberta.

tapes it tun# leaders in goverrunent a'no /or edl,atIon rather
then, I Ispoatt tons co ise Introduced' for stialeUts.

Table .3 groups items identified by students, using the same

method and format as that used for Table 2.

The contents of Tables'2

tips.' Although the recomme4

later, ranking is not.inten rs identified as prescriptions acre.

not included. The directive relating to develo 'ent of a sense of national

purpose is not included.' The, letter/nuMber refereildZstsed in Tables 2.2
a

and 3 are given in the recommenditiong.
A

.

1.V Ensure that .all students have access, to-information (K1,L,-.B) accord-

ing to their individual need's (E5, G, L, B) . Since teachers mAy,bts-_

information sources ensure that they Ate khowledgeabl and well-,
%

trained (G).

,be syntheSized into recommenda-
.

" \s '
.re-npabered for ease of reference

2-2-21
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)

.
.

2. Provide' information relatAgg to-man and'envircximent (K4),,inc110-
.

.
. ,., *

..

.'ing suqi'Otzpfcs aau.e.e.of technology.031,.S3,.:W'and.the biosphere' (S4);
. .

. . . .: .
....- ,4 0

Ceaching derision- making skills 4LY;-.and-encouragihg evalUation,Of

basic premise-4-4.42; H2). L.,

Provide information. rela'ting.to man and society (K5),inCludillg such

-
.topics, as population (S6),.mastmedia (S7), non-materialism (32), history .(G;

'
current events (L, B),busIness and finance (L), and personal econo-

,,

miC§'(B);.teaching life ;skit and encouraging a disposition
, -

ft

toward*indisildual accept e of sOci l'resiOnsIbility (H5, SI,Cce.G,

4. Provide information: abOut: risis probleMs (H1). and/or .the'maoroprOb-
.

1lem ; ,eachipg problem ing skills (H6, W1) possibly allied

'With interpersonal and group skill!-(W6)1and encouraging individual

.

Competency and:motivation (W3, 0, G, L) in order to cope With un-

6.

10,

certainty and thange (H4, E6, L).

. any and !ubjgct, areas provide inforMatiern,andor s011s.,

. .,-

Jof -identifying alternatives -4-past, present, .and future (Hq);

cour.aging development of a fUturefocUsed role7image.(W10).

Within any-atnd.all subject areas teach and encourage. aiplication, of
'c V

. s.
-

.:baicskilla (0, G),.,thInking tlearly.(K2),:communicAing effectively
.

"e

.. .

' . .
. .*:41i°

1

JX.3), which could include. fordign languaages.1B).:..and,encOuraging!Aelf-t'

Managed learning (W2) asense of,:perso.nal.-.prl.d.in..0444yeMent (0),,
. , ,..

'0, ..*

Antsd acceptance of others (L)....-

.

,,.

.

z. If

6

: ;
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Mb
-7 Set minimum achievement standards (G) in basic skillis (0, G) and-'

:personal competencies (K6),.having smaller classes.if necessary (d)

. Aaking into account vatiationamong ability' groups (ES, 04, and

"possibly theprinciple4;of equity in democracy (S5).

Exercise:
4

. Either deVelop your own recommendations by force-fit ing as many ,Nia.,-

items as ,possible fricidTables 2 and 3, or use the recommen ations given "

above (presented as numbers only on the chart). OK
Using the chart oh the nextpage, identify which, if .any, recommend,

tions are in force in fsthooltrict or school with which you are
fam'liar: identify Le .gr'ade levels in which tile recommendations are
followed; and indicate undgr "comments" whether or not yoU consider the
rec mmendatiOn*to be .desirable, and if so. which groups. of studentOcould
ben fit if the recommendations were followed.

elect'arecommendation (or-element of a recommendation) 'which you-.
consid Idesiyable but whiih is not in force in pint choari district or
school. e that recommendat*n as the focus of a futore5igheel (see
Module 2 of Unit I), an4 generate needs and.cOnsequen'Res i that re- r
commendation were to be enforced within the next schOol yak.

Follow through by outlining a plan of attion to elifor*there-
coMmendition based on the contents of the future whekl if.you wish.

Alternative:

Select .one or mor

.

the prescriptions Prom Table2.a 3.

.,VIden.tifymajcircAsidrations. releVant to youre,district.'r ar a.
.

...,
Re-

. . .

'ferrring to the seven redommeddationq_determine how.. yqu ulduse the
. , . ., , , 0,

pre,sicriptkon,, foflowing, relevant recOmmendation'0 and kee ng,in mind
- .

appropriate considerations.' ?" Use a matrix if you wish..

4. o

, '
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Checklist Chart. for Recommendatiotns

1.

Recommendations .;

2.
0

3. I
-.11-

5.

6.

.7.
t.

In force Used in
Yes No grades-... Comments

2-2-24
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Nodule 3 1

Futures Studies1

Future studies is a-relatively.new offering

courses ware introduced in

Tomprr900764blIshed in 19'72,

EldredATeports that only 22 schools offeted futures studies courses for

one or moi.e grades kindergarten, through 12. In 1977'the World Future

the mid

an

in schools; the earliest

19605. In Toffler's Learnidg for

appendix by Billy Rojas and H. Wentworth

So'Ciety's'compendium, The Future, liSed 44 colltses;'but Richard B. Stock,, .

.

in an'article in ;he May -June 1977 issue of the Word Future Society
A

Bulletin, docU nmented 184 secOy.schOOAiwriach provided futures

stddies instructionl.n 1973 ar 1974. 14xerest Iid activity in the field

are expand ing, but since almost all, such courses

`difficult'to determine

are' "grass-roots," it

exactly how; many schools are actually involved.

It is also difficult to describe futures studies in terms suffitiently

enfral to include all courses, especially since some courses are labelled

contain little in knowledge, skills or dispositions

41,
The best consensus curtently available is

that relates to the future.

the table of Goals for Futures.Studies Programs in Stock's article.re-

ferred to above,' (,,ee Table 1 page 21-3-2.)

Curriculum topics, also from Stock's article, are presented in Table 2

Module 1 f this unit.
, 40-,_

Futures studies.maY be taught A any one of three ways: a eourse;y

studies courses, frequently offered asaonit, or by infusion., Futures

eieclives, are most popular. Futurp4 units,

2-3-1
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Table 1

Goals for Futurei6Studies Programss
Ranking of Suggested Goal Statenients4.

in Degree-of-Acceptance 5ategories
4

":11*High Degree 'of AccePtance
1, To stimulate in students the ability to inggineiiiind

consi4er the impligations of manikalteanative possibte
futures

2. To help stidents to realize that dye future depends t*a
gwat extent on what is happennV ia the present

6 6. 11 enable studenOs to recognize the impact of tech- mil
n.ology on society

4. To help studentstto. realize ho s anticipayd future
Ouc nges may alter iheir own peFsonat liftk tyles and
aspirations

4' 5. To help stIlenta search fgf. and identify future trends
6. :ro strengthen studionts' pricticaV ability to anticipate

grid adapt to change
4, 7. To .helciptudenk develop the attitude that they can be

iiactively involv e! in infludiicing their own future
CT° help students to clarify and evaluate their own

valuel and goals
9. TO help statents to clarify and evaluate society's

t; * value*, and goals
410.. To help students understand the requirements for

. hurhan survival
11. Too help students develop an- understanding or

mankind as .a single twain community
. 12. To encourage students to commit'thcrisell:es to action t.

to improve present 'coilditiiins in.therci
13. Ti! develop in student's the .ability to integrate ideas

and infounation originating in diverse disciplines

Moderate Degree of Acceptance
.

14. To helpstuideds dellopim optimistic attitude inward
tthe future °

15. To help students develop an., understanding o'f the
world as a single:global syst*m

16. To enable and motivat /students to share their futures
.studies knowledge and insightswith others

17..To help students develop human relations skills
18. To giverients an understanding of ikikie of the basic '

ecdfcepts and methods employed la practiciir'; fists p

19. To help students allipreoiate the historic develoffent
and importance of human thought about the future

bow. Qf grecof Acceptance-
None

4
.. 6



course of social .*tudies or language arts, are not unc
4

it,

of,. futures studieg).kgto anethroughout existing courses
.

,-
'not alway piular. (The consideration of limits to groy.-__

earlier.,has a strong influence on 'Mk futures studies may be

b in schools.)

Most futures. studies courses are 'taug

by social studies-Or language arts teachers,.

mon but

sssed

sometimes deve

teachers in other 'disciplines.
. .

onany with h

K f. V

Unlike...preced..ng modules, this module doep. 'resent stud,- itop-its

. : ° al ..
...

lc..but describes' a fieW-selected futures studies. c
Aw xsialluitiative

/4''

k .examples. These examples are not necessarily' dull-ail. 'to, other ffilturds
. . .. 1 , .-4

courses.

Recommended Readings: ofi
Stock, '"FutureS Studies, -in U .S . ,Hig106

Toffler (ed.); Learning. for Tomorcover

.

S, T.

World Future Society, Ill ure:7,11,, kuitiei.t d
At

.16.3 mation

Stirewalt, "Ae Future
.

Vii!Academ* Subject."
.\.

Articles in The tuturis
J cember 1972 August 1976, April 1975,

:.

ARI po

Sou. .

st

,t)

2-3-3
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"Projecting: for fhe F4turer
An Elementary:Sthooljrngra*

* 0
, '"

This progrAmi.which began 'in'. 1971, is 2,ffelted. ar 4..pe*Fon,I.tye*....

;ElemOtary4ChOoldn:,Arlington, Virginia, ind:44escfifiea,in,the:4401a

V

-

Fututeociety.t ,compendium, The Future. It cOnsisetseo mini-courses
7."*..77-- *

eit 4.- .4 '
each.flesign6-to,he:taught once aveek fOrdelien,treeisi and i101udea audt.

1p tOpidS;AS:",tkerpsp*Ce::foi the, Future,,
: a

C&.thMtinictions.: :Students ..partiCIPPee

directed b- outside resource persons.
,

"Lifeatylesi,22QW4

v4igty(

.1

*C.

ueure

s, +often
I

.00,0g e

.."Looking to the Year 2000. P *AY
0

A!'hlnioi:'High School Course.

This,'CoUrieJS:Offered at the Walkev,O'rant Midge Sc ool
'

.; 4

described in The:Futufe. It is XSed on ,'
....

and selected 'fijonstrips:, Wit4 fre l4c* b.
.r..,.. .,

.,.,..
r:,

variety of backgrounds..,The coUrse,eritAirages "think
- -- ,. _

FtederiOkSbtirg, Virginia and i

Science fiction stories

Speakers from a

tank thinkiN"

4

. .
. .

t

and involves student discussions, seen uoaring
I .

:simulations and games,

N\
*Studies by Mary Kay

along with group work on Values ckarifi

"Futuristics"
4 High School Course.

on.

This coarse, also described in The Future, is offered at Mapl*...

Heights School initiaple Heights, Ohio. In addition, many of its claSs4

activities are describedin Looking Forward: A Mini - Course in .Future

C

Howard And Betty Barclay Franks.,0.The course

:rt

r.
2.-3-4
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scidhce fiction stories, games and simulations,
4 ; .

`its in a wide range' of activities such as
1,,;;

ssible, probable and preferable_futures; and teaching elements of

f a

and involves
)

forecasting and evaluating

problem-solving and idea generation. The objectives are to help them

/anticipate, understand and coPei.with change; make forecasts; use leiSure time

constructively; and understand and 4esign environments.

"2lst Century"
A High School Course

This coarse at Melbaprne High School in Melbourne, Florida is

described in The Future. It was developed by and is taught by Priscilla

Porter Griffith and ,is probably the-first futures course offered below

college level. A variety of materials introduce students to the need to

study the future; /allies clarifigahon for decision-pakihg in personal

andisocialjUtures; alternative futures and the impact of change factors;

forecasting techniques; and creative thinking strategies. Students"

participate in twelve kinds of activities including small group research

and discussion, and focus on social futures.

"The. Future: Can We Shape It?"
A High School Course

This 'course was prepared by the ed4to5rs of Scholastic Scope and is

published by Scholastic Book Services'in New York. It consists ofthree

PaperbaCks. One is a 166-page'book of student reading material, another

a, student's logbook'for exercises, and the third a teacher's guide. 'ft

.

No.



a

.

is designed primarily for junior and senior high scholplanguage arts

and so ,pial studies 'classes, and is written ata 4th to 6th grade reading

level. Materials are presented in three units, "Are You Ready?," "A

Look AheaC" and "Shaping-the Future." ,Recommended study time is 10 to

12 weeks; although with inclusion of the. supplementary activitiessuggested

in the Teaching Guide, the program could occupy i full semester.

4.

"Teaching Tomorrow Today: A Guide to Futuristics"
A High School Course

This paperback book by Ronald T. LaConte, published by-Bantam'

Books, is a teacher's guide to key problems and issues posed by the

future. The course, or parts-of it, could be taught'by following the

suggestions given and then using materials and books commonly available.

in most high schools. It includes an introduction to knowledge.:,Oficrfsis'
Aa

problems and developments in
.

technology, scitce, and society; pricatiOn
-,

.

. . *
of skills relating td forecasting, idea,gentration, And problem-solving;
, . . , illi a ...

and involvement in small- group.simulations and tasks. lor course may
0

be modifierto take as little as one semester or- :ucti as one year.

."Making Changes: A Futures-Oriented Course in In16ntive Prbblem-Solving

a

This course for grades 7 -10 has been developed at Research for 73etter

Schools. Its objectives fall unier five headings: knowledge (Stages of

problem-solving, assump ions of futurologists, etc.), skills':(evaluating

the reliability of forec ts,'etc.), strategies (testing an idea by writing
A

a scenario,,etc.), attitudes (increased to'erance of ambiguity) self-

--a

4'

y.

2-3-6
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4

( confidence in power to influence the future, etc.), and diSpoOltiOith -

(autonomous use of problem-solving strategies, etc.). Content areas

covered are-

The program

thOse usually associated with social

can be used to supplement.the social

studie4).,or science.

studies, science; or

language arts curriculum or it can stand alone as a 'mini- course' or

fulli'Semester elective as well as be adapted to programs for academically.

talented students.

Exercise:::

Assume:that you would like to work with teachers in ong or-more
scondary.,,S.C.hdlols to,develop or use a futures studies course or unit.
Use a decision. tree (See Unit I, Module 2, page 13) to help_you.to identify
alternatives in, order to plan ahead.' Keep in mind that all questions you
generate .for the tree must be answerable by either "yes" or "no."

Begif with one of the questions below.
Shall we develop a futures studies course for a given grade?
Shall we develop a futures unit to fit into a'Social studies

'if
course?

.Shall we use/adapt a futures course already developed?

4

2-3-7
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Module 4
Problem - Solving

The term."krbblem-solyine is used do frequently and is assumed

to have a common .and simple definition easily and equally under

by everyone. However, even superficial research---reveals many problem-

.solving methods, a variety of strategies for those methods, and yet

more var ,iation in the perceived purposes and outcomes of problem-solving.

Courses or programs, focusing on prohlem-solving and/or enquiry-based

study include. "Man A Course of StUdy," the "Productive Thinking Program,"

,the "School Mathematics Study Group," and "Sc0,ience - A Proceps Approach."

However, 'although each of these and other similar courses may include

topics, or techniques relevant to future-2oriented education, none is

specifically designed for the-future, nor-ddcs it claim to teach problem-
.

solving strategies applicable to social and environmental problems that

will face students.

4

t;

For the sake of brevity this module describes only. two problem-solving

strategies, both of which have been used successfully in classrooms, and
>L."'

are future-oriented.

Before reading their descriptions, it is advisable'to refer to at

least one of the first pair of listed below, and one Ot the

second pair particularly if you are unfamiliar withproblem-solving
, .

literature.

0.

2-4-1
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Recommended Readings:

Weinberger, Planning Schools for the Future, pages 32 and 42.

Rubin-The Future of Education:, Perspectives on TomoiroW's.Schooling",

pages 1, 23, and 143.

Davis, Psychology of Problem-Solving, mes 8 -9, and 12-25.

o McPherson, The People, The'iroblems, and the Problem Solving Methods,

with particular reference to Chaft One*

. Inventive or Creative Problem- Solving

The problem-solving strategy outAined fh this section is based on

a method _by Alex -Osborn' and Sidney Parnes and used at the Creative

Problem-Solving Institute at the State University at New York, at, Buffalq.

. Its techniques,- come fiqm a variety of sources, most of which are de-
,

scribed by Stein. . /

StudenEs in "Making Changes, " 'a course referred to in the previous

module of this unit, use this. strategy. in solving the course's, open-ended

future-oriented problems.. Since .the problems.given are eAler assumed

to be familiar to the students or are assigned together with appropriate

factudrT;rfOrmation, "MakingsChanges" does not include the' fact-findin

"'stage common .to most prablem-solving-strategies..-

- .

The:inVentive or creative probleM-soiving strategy is divided into

stages, which in turn include a variety of techniques. Students work

individually and in4mall groups. Group roles and skills are closely

allied to success, or lack of success, in solving any one pgoblem.



f,

40

Stage 1: Looking at the problem as given, or "the mess," as Parnes calls it.

e. Redognize-that the problem is probably a confusion of-issues.

Identify key factors either by underlining words or phrases
(iithe problem is written or verbally.described) or by
mentally sorting the pfoblem into its main Omponents.

Stage 2: Stating the problem

le State the problem as
we ...?"

a chalJge beginning, "How might

.Restate the problem-in different ways to determine alter-
native approaches.

Generate a final challenge statement, using broad terms and
, -including components of "the mess."

Stage 3: Garating solution ideas

Use any or all of the following techniques but do notstii
to criticize or evaluate: brainstorm: checklist; checker-
board:' attribute list; force fit ;' analogies.

.

Stage 4: Evaluating solution ideas

'DeterMine criteria appropriate tothe-yrobl4M.
S.

Selqti"favoiite" ideas tom Stage 3.

Evakuate each idea on all criteria.

Select the

4
ea(s) tigt.satisfy all c riteria. (If peCessary,,

weigh crite a and/or modify ideas.) '

../c

-Identify alantages and,Aisadva:nthges related to-the idea.
4 r I,,, ,W , :

le
.mooii.y and;elaborate the :Idea in 'order to increase advantagesNand ecreaAe disadVantages. .,,r

,

4.

. .
. , , 4Stage 5: ImpadMenting the lolution

-.. ,
.

4 7., 1
.

'Identify those, people who are, in * position to implement.i,he.

.4
..,solution..solUtion. 4

3

.

,
.

. ,

-1 Present .the solution tothe,apPropr.iate people, "selling"

,

IP

I

Ars
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the idea as strongly,hs possible, and outling suggestions
fore plans of .action.

te"

Be prepared to'help i implementing the solutIOn, :keeping,
in mind that action,plang and impleMentation may present
another problem which may' need fo-be attacked with the
five siege strategy.

Recommended Readings:

beBono, Children Solve Problems:

Gordol), The Metaphorical'Way of Learning,and Kn4 wing,
.

..

Osborn,. Applied

Parnes, Creative Behavior Guidebook

Stein, Stimulating Creativity.:

Value-Oriented Problem-Solving.

',Value-lotriented problem-s 'the Core of "Skills fpr Ethical.
./

) ; .

Action," a program for junior high school stuidentsdeveloped:at Research
:.,

for Better $chools. The strategy offer students ''!a structure by-l, er
.

ir- which they logiCally will.prqceed-towa reasoned actions." The strategy,.
II

designed_for individual application, ma be reactive or inititiatory.

In bot.ti*awts the student is already faMiliar with his or her values.

active application is called for when 'Vallies are of particular importance
'

in a given s.ituation. Initiatory apOlioation Is called fOrwhenthe

dent recognizes thai his or -er'behavior does not adequately reflect his

or. her self-described values,.'.

' .The step -by -step description 'bslow is:krom "Skills for Ethical

Action: A:Rationale."

2-4-14
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Step l:. Identify the Value Question

in-thig*PP-St.tidentS describe the situation that presei.its a .

. _ .

. problem or,that'indicates they are not doing enotigh to show th t,one of

.1 .1.their.Values:J.S.Mearqngful. They name their value which.is involve,d and
. .

-then formally State their value problem:

Step 2 :' Think. up Aerfon Ideas

his step; ski:studenta to-bkainstorM ideas for actions tht mithithein

4
7

them handle their,problem. Then th8 studentscheck thel,raction ideas

.to.atake'sUrethat they are stated speciflcAllY and

Iorthe'students,e6 do,
4

`t,tep 3: COnsider.Self'and Others ,

In _this step students think abdutnhovi.th 'action

they' are possible

..

.

ideas mightaffect

their own yaldes, feelings, healEh.and safety, And poSses:sionS; They
,met informlkiori.about how others Inight'be affected inAthese fourarea, s.

4
.

eby Cels'e action deas., The studentS alSo think of what the-general

effects of their actiona'mightbe.,

Judge

4ourtfilktep. asks students to.be'objecti4e as they.rakriewand

information gathered in Step 3, in order to judge whether
.

, .

:their actions would-beethical-

. I ,*

fwhich .they deem not
,
ethical:

t
, t ,

.

Step 5: Act

They Olen change or reject those: actions

,

"`. In this ..step students chOOse one of their actions,thely deemed:rethical

.

.andlmake commitmenttocaTry,otk Chat action. They are also called

"
,

.upon to presevere until.the -action is Completed,
e

4z

5'





4.

Step Evaluafe.

In the final step of the strategy students examine the action they

have tompleted amd ask themselves whether, it was indeed ethical'. They

review how' well thek used each step of the strategy- and consider the

il,ortance pcs them now of the value which they acted upon.

Recommended-Readings:

Chapman and Davis, "Skills for Ethical Action: .A Rationale."

Peters, "Concrete Principles and Rational Passions."

Wilson, WAlliams and Sugarman, Intfoduction toMOral Education.

Exerdise:'

Choose one of the strategies outlined in thip module and apply it
to.a reit problem-you must deal with now or in thi near future. If you
choose the creatills.problem-solving strategy, apply it to an open-ended
problem for which you have no present solutio9. Try to overcome habit
thinking, and keep-in mind that during stage 3 you must not be critical of
Sfour own or others" ideas. As one of the evaluation criteria, use

4 ture consequence-S, i.e. e floes the Solution have any negative CNIsse
quences for the future? If you choose the value-oriented strategy, use
the initiatory apolcoloh after clarifying your ownsvaluesl''or use the
reactive application sreraping a recent situation in which your values
were of particular importance. In step3 make a sincere attempt to see
the point of view of other 6ersons involved, perhaps by imagining your-
self in the role of one of those Persons.

9
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ONiT PROCESSES-OF IMPLEMENTING CHANGE

The two ,modules in this: unit dial wi,th the processes'of'introducing

1 410.-
a future - oriented' emphasis into the school,przgram. Module 1 discusses

general principles of leadership fel-- change in any organization with
4

1

emphasis on skills in group process. Module 2discusses more specifically I.

the problemSolving procedures that-are effective in introducing future-
.

oriented education. 1,

.. ,

;

' There is a rge fund of helpful general referenceslhat the change
4

Nader may wish to utilize 'as background material for this section. A

few selected refereAces are listed below.

Recommended Readings:

Bennis, Benne, and'Chiell, The-Planning of Change.

Novotney (ed.), The Principal andthe Challenge o Change.

NEA Center'for the.Study of Instruction,- Rational. Planning in Curriculum 2.1,

and- Instruction.

Temkin and Brown (eds.); What Do' Research Findings Say, About- Getting

Innovaeions Into Sthools: A Symposium.

Heathers, et. al., Training for Leadership in Local Educational Imp
*-.
-

went Programs. Uffit

o

.4s
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Module 1
.Principlei of Effective Leadership for Future-Orignted Education

OV, A

,

Taking the leadli.inirodu4ng a future-0 liented emphasis into a

school progtam- calWioe,eXpertise) in the' general proCe-es.eslittiorganiza-
.

, ., _. .,. , .

tional change:adeither knowledge°pf ;he aims anti contents,- of future:-

%`''' 411t, \ z,

oriented'education or knowled0 ge'of how to"locate those'aims and contents,

This module brieflyreviews these leadership principles: In addition,
.

it addresses 'Skills in interpersonal relations and communication that are

vital-to successful leadership for educational change.

; o

Principles Concerning Change in Organizations

There 4s geneyal agreement among experti dn'orianizational change--

Griffith's, Bennis,' Kauffman, Cardson, Lippitt, MideS, and matt others--

that organizations generally are resistant to change. The reason for

this is that change Oreatens and upsets meu ers in bilreaucritic organi-

,

zations--school systems not excepted. Organizational change'requires

that people change.'"Evet when jobs arc not eliminated, there are usually

changes'in job requirements. Toi examOIe, the introduction of new curricula
, *

0,

. .

'or new patterns of organizipip,Anstruction requirea-that.pyincipals'and

.teachets learn new ways of performing ,their jobs.

o Resiatance 0, change and the demands change mAkes upon,members o

c'organizatione to learn new skills and perform in
4

new ways many times

result changes introduced in form but not in substance. One e =mple

of t i -is when non-grade-level grouping is installed in ah ele entary

_

-Ss

O



aihool IAA teachers still teach the grade=levercutriculuo to .subgroups

%

sorted in terms. 6f. giade levels,: Recent studies of educational change.-

have ndicated'thateuccessful Implementation of innovations is.the

exception rat4er than the rule.. °N6St often it is a matter: of pouring

old Wiue'in new tittles.

Given these facts ahOt organizational change, what principles .of
1-

effective.leadirship can help overcome these difficulltiesi Ihe

ing offer,sow gUidance.
O

PrinAple.1: lase eftorte'toward,chalige ciiiii the presence of-dis-
.

satisfaction within the organisation. ..1)ressures for change come from
e

i

, -"
4

a

" o -'

system. Inaschocil system, diseqUiiibtium ordisequilibrium within a

°dissatisfaction-may-arise frairisen-krel'office personnel, buildi5g prin-
.

Cipali, teachers, students, Parents,;:6O4ti6itity groups, or theitate
or

educatiOn agency.

-In the case of future-oriented instruction leadetship may create

inter st by inducing staff to attend Workshops and speeches by I vited:

lecturers, or by involving.them inmeeds-analys'i projects to- e ine

hpw the.current:instructional program'prepares students for the

future; Anothet approach-to arousing _interest in future- iented in-

struction'is to involve parents and students in staff WOrkshops.\T

is, not unusual that pressures e!'foi change come outsicie a school

system'sstaff.°

A'rief but excellent examination of pressures'for change is

KennIth Tye's "Creating Disequilibrium,".in The Principal and dm

4
Challenge of Change.

3-1-2
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FrirHAple .2: Involve all "categories of participants in the' changes.
'

' 2

to be made, in-the full process of planning and,condUcting'tge changes.'
, .

'0.
ThieprinCiple, rejects authoritarian leadership in,decididg to introduce

'
4

ftit4rel,440C64 Instead, it encourages full particIpatiqp-

in the decision-makingprocess by those in the school-system hierarchy
, .

who will belctuglly involved in implementing:the change program.

The the authoritarian approach i4caidly in efficiency,

.o getting change underway. Ita'veakness is thatif runs the risk of
0 . .

.

brining, about changes that do not ,suit the needs and resources t°he
. ,

schools where they areintroduced,. and that it. ,is ap,to obtain only
--.7.,. °9 . / 4

*. o
J . ,

an unwilling acceptance and compliance by its participants.

/

Advantages of the participatory approach are in the,active involve-

'rent of participants in planning and decision processes. Through study °

and discussion, prospective' participants in the change program have the

.

opportunity to arrive at changes that are well suited to school needs 7

and resources. Alsothrough soaring in the decision-makpg process,

participants are mire apt to feel a personal identifiCation with'the

change program and are more 'apt to make it succeed:

Excellent discussions and-rationale for the particpatory approach,

followed by a descriptiOn of a planning sirocess are given"'in Chapters'

1, 2, 3 and 10 of The Adolescent, Other Citizens; And-Their High Schools,

# a report of Task Force '74.

,.,-

41
1
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Principle 3:' Employ a "consumer-centered" rather than a "product-
-- .

centered" applach in deciding what changes are to be'intgpducgd. A
a 1

prOduct-centered'approach.fosteri-the use of a,:,particular educ ional,
, .

, . .

1.4116i:ration. very Ofte it is promoted from outside the school system,
Ap r

or by a school tystem leader with an interest in a product: This
k

approach is akin to a solution looking for a problem rather than a

prdblem looking for a solution. In contrast, the consumer-centered
- .

,

,

approac begins cAth iden ifying local needs for change and then pro-

deeds to locate, analyze, and Valuate different appropriate educational

piodticts.
. ,

'Tlie prodpct-centered'approach has several f4.ults. First, there is

1_

the likelihood of being dominated by salesmans
,

d not addressing
4 i

the.crucial needs of a gchool district. Secon ere is the danger that

alternative products better able to meet local needs will not be considered.

Third is 46 possibility that the criterion for product selection is

quantitative evidence of its adoption and continued use elsewhere rather

than talitative evidence that relat4ls to local -needs. Finally, a fourth

disadvantage of the product-centered approaCh As lack of local involve-
,

ment in planning and implementing the change.
.

The consumer - centered approach normally begins with a needs analysis

that identifies the types of changes that should be made. plea alter-
.

natigerproducts (procedures, programs) are examined to find one that

best meets, needs. Participati011'is high here. Again, principals and

teachers most involved in the change procedures are more apt to be

,

3r1 ,
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fully committed to the chonges'selected'Lf they take part in examining

1

what changes should occur and how..)--

Principle 4: Introduce changes on a pilot'baSis rather thamthrotigh-'

Out the totil system., The pilot -test apgraach involves installing a

change program oni limited basis, in segments of a school system such
A

as in particular claspes, grade.levels, subject-matter areas, or schools.

The total-system approach,_ on the other hand, involves introducing a

.program system-wide from the beginning, without a pilat test.

Pilot-test approaches rest on the assumption tiat a limited local

test can give the total school system a good look at the innovation be;

4
fore deciding whether tolwiden its local use. One of its advantages

that it calls for liMited resources, a fact that 'is especially important

in those circumstances where money and personnel are restricted.' Also,
'or--

it enables a school district to initiate changes by staff members who

)wish to-adopt them, thus ensuringttest by people favorable to the.

innovative changes and highly motivated to implement them successfully.,,.

Since a pilot testrequires a lesser school district commitment than the

total-system approach, it usually is easier to obtain support from
.

school boardOmmunity, and staff.. A pilot test Was the further ad-
.

vantage of creating "local demonstration-training sites if and when a schot

district desires a wider adoption of the innovation.

The pilot-test approach does have one drawback that should be noted.

This is the danger that schools not in thit pilot test are apt to consider

the change program the property of those involved in the pilot test.

.%.1/4"
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. . .

Consequently, there is the dange$04that they will lack interest in
.

adopt-
-

thg the thangei. There are two ways of avoiding this problem. One is _..-

to include the total system in the initial,needs-analysts and in deciding
,

.

who should be involved in the pilot test. The other is to encourage

schools,notin the pilot test to create their own versions of the desired

changes. _This allows, for instance, t e staff of one school to 'agree

that the pilot test demonstrated the value of introducing a future-oriented,

course but to elect its own ourse materials when implementing such a

course.'

principle 5: In planning and conducting local change .rograms, -

fully share leadership' responsibility with outside experts. During the

current periodrof educational innovation, a great deal of reliance haS

been placedA0experts or "external change agents." Many times\he

locidI*S043 leadership has looked to eXperts from universities, from

educational research and developmege4centers or laboratories, from

private educational consulting firms, r from state education departments

for help in selecting(and installing change programs.

Given eff4ctive local leadership, external experts can play valuable

roles as advisors, giving access t o needed resoUttes; assisting in the

technical aspects of change programs; and offering training 'to staff

members in Performing ihei; tasks within the ch'ange prograLli.

The difficulty is that such experltrarely,are.'ayailable ekcept.on

.a basis and cannot provide the day-to-day leadership /:e'7'.

quired in conducting .any Etiange program. Also they are bound to' be seek

/.7

.r



"as outsiders rather than as people who have an intimate knowledge and

aharing f'the instructional process.
J

Knowledge About Future-Oriented Education

4

4

Anyone assuming leadership in future-oriented education needs.a

working knowledge of the aims -and available material6 in this area.

This does not necessarily mean becoming inexpert on education for the;

" future. It does mean having sufficient knowledge of the area to guide

-4

others tn identifying needs for change in the local program in relation

to a future orientation, in identifying and evaluating resources that

could meet local needs, and in helping shape the local change program.

A critical sort of knowledge abo*tt'education for the future is an

understanding of key themes of future-oriented instruction. Unit II

of this guide, especially Module 2 of that unit,, presented a concise

representative sample-of ideas about future-oriented education. The

exercise that follows is designed to assess your familiarity with some

of the ideas from that unit.

I

Ex7icise, :

,

Check your level of familiarity or understanding of each of the.
items listed on the next page. If you rate yourself low for any item,
you may wish to turn back to the previous unit and refresh your memory.
The items listV. include genjal and specific topics.)

4
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Item
4

1. ICauffman's competence areas

2. Skills identified by experts

1

familiafity (check'one)
.Lots Moderate High

3. Conpeptian of alternative fututes

4. Problem-solving strategies

5. Dispositions for a dministrators
identified b students

4F

6, Limits to growth

7. Man and society and, social
responsibility

8. °Comrnon goals of futures studies
coarses

Equally important as knowledge of education for the future'is knowledge

of where to turn fox ,infdrmation about its aims and available materiels.

A local educatibnal leader should have a reference library on education

for the future. The key reference in the library would be The Future:

A Guide to Information Sources, published by World Future-Society. This

A
volume describes booksf reports, films, audiotapes, games and simulations,

and other materials on, the future: Another document from World Future----

Society might be The Study of the Future., A subscription to The Futurist ,

00)

is an obvious part of keeping up with i.v-elopments in education for the

future. 1

/

For general discIrsion of future-oriented education, the local re-'
1

ference library should have the key books that are liSted in the biblio-
.

giaphy of this guide.:

3-1-8
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The lodaf leader for education for the future also shbuld be
.
in contact,

.

* r." -- w.
0

with the regional.educationitiformation cLier.se,iving the-school system.

Such centers, glerally associated with,state education departments,

ka I

- assist school districts in locting resources (materials, organizations,'

people) that can meet their needs.
s

Finally, it'is essential that the leader be familiar with legal,
%

financial, and political considerations - both those in force and those

being planned for th.p future, and thatePleader keep the planning

group informed of these considerations. Buchen, S planning paper and th(-

Report of task Force '74 discuss some general considerations. Each

leader can identify those specific to his or her state or district.

Leadekship Competencies Interpe sonal Relations

Leadership in local improveme prosramsalways requires skills i
-0 ..

forking with others. To be effective in working with schoorsystem

personnel, the leader must employ soued procedures of communication dnd

interpersonal or group processes. lways,;he or she must work within

the limits of the Competencies and reSdinesses of local personnel- Often

the role calls for skills in selecting and training individuals to per-
.

form essential tasks designing and conducting the change prograM..

Training in interpersonal, relations is not a part of this program.-
.

However, some excellent training materials for establishing' such com-

peencies have been developed .by the Northwest Regional Educational
0

Laboratory in. Portland, Oregon. Their title is Interpersonal'ammunications.

4'

3 -1 -9
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litThe labOtaiory has Created a national network of trainers to
o

twrdayworkshop required-by the program.

conduct tile

A useful way for you to examine yourcOmpefenc4es in interpersonal
._ .

o

relations 'is to perform the%exercise that, folloWs.' This is not... a 1'

9 S w
.b*

personality test but simply a checklist-of .Some important aspects of

interpersonal communications or relationships. 'It is evident that the.

competencies listen are equally important for all participants ift a
. ,

:change program, whether lead rs or teachers.

. ,

ti

.3

,'
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Exercise:.
Ova.

1

Directions': Check one of die boxes opp site each item. Avoid
uRodue modesty 111,0 well.as the tendency to i Litt youi judgments
in YOurfavor.

.

COMPETENCY .

. ,-
6.

THOROUGHLY
COMPETENT

GENERALLY
ADEQUATE

NEEDS

IMPROVEMENT

Describing your ideas and'feelings
to others _ .

s

,

2. Being perceptive of group needs,
opinigps and attitudes

3. Being able to relate to people
of different cultural groups .

-
_

/
,

4. Adapting to differences in others'
roles .

.
5. Identifying non-verbal communication

cues - 1

.

6. 'Eliciting confidence in others

..

'
7. Putting others at ease 4

8. Being an attentive listener

.

%.1....-2

-

.

%

9. Being objective in, dealing with
others' ideas and feelings

.

40

LO. Being flexible in dealing with.
others' ideas and feelings '',

Ll. Exhibiting self-as urance in
interacting with hers

,
. 4

L2. Being tactful in hand ing
disagreements ,

,

.

L3. Being sensitive to others'
feelings and wishes

.

.

.--

L4. Employing approval and praise
whenever justified

5. Offering support and help to
others readily, as needed



Module 2 ',.-

Problem-Soll>ing and Planning.

4.14
1

Readership in fostering education,far-the future. in a school or

school system calls far following a problem solving process that begins

C

with analyzing the need for change and continues through selecting and
4' '

installing changes to meet those needa. However, just as there are .

levels of leadership within the educational hierarchy', there are also

varying levels of perceived needs, all strongly influenced by-practical A
. t 44

consideration's. In situations like this, it is still possible that,

if leaders at varying levels agree 'that changes-Caw and should be made
..

fov-a future-oriented education focus, two or three complimentary pl

Can be launched simultaneously, each feeding thb'other(s) by sharing.

results and resources:

This module assumes tha;,the principle's of leadership for change"-

presented in the preAreding:module will be folltwed. The focus is on

identifying and meeting local needs through a participatory approach

to planning an conducting educational changes.

This module presentsithree problem- solving strategies.' The first,

based on the "Making: Changes" model preSented. in Module 4 of Unit II,.

is msed for short -term Manning to initiate specific and somewhat narrow

changes.- The second, based on Unit III of Training for Leadership in Local

Educational Improvement Programs-, is used formedium-range planning to

'initiate course level .change. The tii4rd, based on the process described

in.the Reporc of Task Force '74, is:used for long-range planning to

initiate Change across curricula and Scheduling.



Each strategy is brietly descrj.bed d its steps e391ained: Some

(

exercises are suggested. A scenario accompanying each strategy illus-
.--

trates,the descriptions. E ach scenario assumes that the leader hap

either used this guide or is familiar with much of the literature on

future-oriented educttion: The planning groups or task forces in each

4
scenario inclpd cators, epldents and citiiens.(members of the

community who may may not be parents of students).

Short -Term Problem-Solving

The short-term-problem-solving-strategy is-appropriate for initiat-
1 ,

. . ..

ing relatively- mieor.changes within existing courses of study for no

more than three grade-levels; Changes are generally introduced into
. e

the doqrse'Within one month 'Of.the first planning- meeting', The planning

group leader:dresponsibilities include teaching techniques for each

stage of. the strategy as needed, facilitating immediate application of

those techniques, and moderating group discussions.

The strategy consists of six etages: 1) looking at the problem,

2) qtAting the problem, 3) collecting information, 4) generating ideas,

.
5) evaluating ideas, and 6) implementing the solution. -

Stage 1: Looking at the problem

A .confusion of issues, desires, and complaints becomes obvious:-- The

planning group describes this "mess" in writing and identifies key

problematic, factors.

3-2-2
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Sta e .1 Scenari 4

"The 8th gr ders.are territae th4 year. -- that is terrible to

teach. -Their abilitypnge seems to go from genius to moron; they're

drop-outs, sit-in catatonics, trouble-makers and dogmatic argners.

rnNone of the kids seems tOiCare abodt.leaiu anything. We Can't afford

we're
,

a new social,studies course, and the textbooks we re using are dull."
1

-

Mr. A.-hadsu i ed-the opinions of all three social studies teachers

in his school.
...

By the fdllowing day, a planning group made up of the three,teach-
,

ers, three.8th graders, two parents and a university student worAng with

a local ho was formed under the school principal's leadership.

For this first s'es'sion, Mr. A. put his complaint into writing and made

ten copies. The'principal explained how the grouR membe4 could explore

the problem. The key problem-making factors seemed to, be: .8th grade;,,

mixed abilities; mixed (negative) characteristic; dull textbook; no

money for a new cOurse.

Stage 2: Stating the problem

,Each member of thf planning group generates a challenge statement

implying action. Several such challenges are then combined and modified

into a broad statement c4 the problem.
)

;=t .

...

3-2-3
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Stare 2 nUrio'

the same session in which the planing group, had completed

stage 1, the principaljntrOducaLstage 2 by,asking each member.. to stateo4
:-

7
IMP

the problem beginning, "How might All nine challenge statements .

were recorded on the blackboard. The principal then introduced the

technique of verb change, inv*ting parttcipants.to suggest a4ernafive

'action verb$ for souk of the challenge statements (e.g. changing.yhe
o

\-action verb in "How might we chania the social studies course (to alter/

jazz-up/revive/futurize/improve,etc.). Suggestionsere recorded. Finally,

the principal asked participant to form three groups; eachcOnsisting Of

a teacher, a student and a cit zen, and to combine or modify the st;atemetts

on the blackboard to generate a broad challenge. After sharing their

statements, the group selected: "How might we use the content of the

4'
existinktextbook in such a way as to motivate 8th graders'of all abili-

ties and counteract some of the apathy?" as the challenge statement.

Stage 3: Collecting Information

The pl ing group identifies and studies information and resources

relating to the problem.

Stage 3 Scenario

At the end of the first session each group member accepted a'fact-

finding task. The reaults.wOuld be shared at the next session, scheduled

one week later. The students in the group surveyed classmates to deter-

milk the'kinds of activities and,skills that\aight be desirable. Also,

3v2r4
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eich'Student selected one book from ilia principal's futures library to

'" 44 4

identify possible resources and ideas which could help solve the problem.,

The group's citizen members read the textbook and other future - oriented.
.4N

references ravtSed'by the principal. The teachers exploted possibfli-

ti4s of usinoilt-of-school resources and read futu re-oriented materials

different froM that read by students and citizens.

At the planning gro 's second session; each member gave 'a report

.summarizin g the information e or she had collected. The school secte-

tary recorded the reports, later typing them and circulating copies to

participants.

Stage 4: Generating Ideas

o The group ge9erates)N r ords many and varied ideas, using at

least two metheds of idea generae n, and avoiding any kind of critical.

evaluation.

Stake 4 Scenario

The principal explained brainstorming rules. The group then bra

stormed ideas While the principal 'took notes:' The "no criticism" rule -

had to be enforced twice. The group generated forty ideas using this

method. - -.

Back in small groups, members set out to generate more ideas. One

group used a cheCklAst to gene ate ideas. One referred to, the

storm list and force-fitted ideS6'from that list with other ideas ;from

Stage' 3. ,The .third group used a matrix, listing content areas f m the

3-2-5



textbook on one axis and future-oriented gkills and dispositions on the

4

other, to farcetfit items from each axis in the impact squares,

An hourS.fierothe session had begun, almoSt 100 ideas had been evi)

The principal then askeh members to study their notes within the

next thrde days and to come to the riext'session ready to discuss favorite

generated and reported.

- ,

ideas.

Stage 5: Evaluating ideas
0

Group-members select their faiorite ideas. They then determine

problem-relevant criteria and evaluate their ideas according to those

criteria in order to identify the most apiioptiate idea(s). If necessary,.

c.,-

they may weigh the criteria and/or combine oix modify ideas.

1

Stage 5 Scenario PIP i(
- --- -

.

Each member of the group had selected at least two favorite ideas.

Some members had chosen identical ideas. The principal listed these

favorite ideas on the blackboa rd;.:,

Ideas:. Small group activities
( Problem - solving skills

Games and simulations.
Action-oriented assignments
Community involvement
Relate textbook content to this town
Conception of alternatives

keferring,to the problem as giiien in Stage 1, members identified

some'ciiteria and generated others. The principal recorded.the complete

list:



z.>

Grit ria: cost - can we afford it?

A

teacher acceptability - will the teachers like it?

student acceptabiliy. - will most students like it?
o

Y

Cimf - can we fit it into the existing course schedule?
\

- can we develop or obtain suitable materials
or resources?

h ability - can"teacherS develop or expand required
skills and knowledge?

Working individually; group members made up identicalterit

diTi'ts, evaluating each idea according to all criteria on a "pass,

"fail" ors "don't know" basis. They then combined their findings, dis-

cussing and reaching, consensus oh conflicting ratings. The final

group criteria chart is reproduced below`.

T
*--,

k
....
..,

students

0) ,is7

CF ,:',/'
; "...A ....,

, teachers

.....

school

/
/ ...,

N
',.

.:::;. .... / ,:",

e , i'/ ey * :

i

(community

/ 4./

'V

(.0
.^. '.. / .o'0

1, d'''' '1'
1/4.'z' ,t,`" '2'_t

IDEAS

Small groups P

K

P P ! P P P P

P P 'P P P P P

P P ?

Action assignments
.

P

Community,
° P oP P P ! P P

Alternatives

1^ P. P

.

p
P
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The group7discuiked the question marks. Under the -criterion of

teacher abLiiiy, three ideas were qUestionable because pretsures of
ti

.

time dtd not allow for much training. However, it was possible that a
.

. .

resource person from*the local college contacted Stage 3 coul help

teachers to learn about small group roles and skills; Iwo inexpensive .

games (Futurib1es, And the I.Q. Game) could be purchased; and planning
. .

group members'Could discuss their research from Stage 3 in greater de-

tail so that teachers would feel confident in introducing the concept

of alternative futures. The principal agreed to allow participating

.teachers to take a "personal day" each to read and prepare for that

concept.

Action assignments could not be included. Problems of cost for

transportation, insurance, and community reactions were too -great to

be overcome at this time. Community involvement would have to be

minimized until the innovations had been validated.

Stage 6: Implementing the solution

The group combines and modifies ideas that satisfy all criteria

and informs people affected by the solution. They then work out details

of implementation.

Stage 6 Scenario

Members of the planning group worked alone and in small groups to

develop specific ideas more fully. The group spent a fairly long session

putting the pieces together. Faculty, 8th graders and their parents

3_2_8
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- t
*t,-.: -,lot.

.!...le! '' -y.',:4,. Le. -

,attended a 4etAng'
A ii

Aihich the prirkipal*described Oe planning,process
,

.
.

_

and the
_
solution. BartiOf this speech was written and copies sent to all

8th grade families, the local newspaper and selected Nears of the
-

4,,

t % -
4, ..,,A.'..

_ 0 f

otImusity.

Pi ,
.

,

The principal's notes are included'below: .
,

a

Regular textbook to be used ''... exercises deleted from course ...

each toOtterelated to current local events and to trends and possible

future developments ... community members working.in topic-related areas

invited to address students.
A

Each topic to evolve into local-oriented prOblem to be solved by

students working in small groups using strategy of planning group .

A

strong emphasis on implications to lives of students.

Game Futuribles to be played half way through course, and I.Q.

-Game at end of course.

Students to form own small groups; to set group achievement stand-

,
ards, to grade themselves. This grade to be discussed with teacher,

a

modified if necessary.

With class approval of any solution, that solution to be presented

to appropriate community group for serious consideration.

Exercise:

Refer to the recommended readings suggested in, Unit IL, Module 4.
Use the strategy on your own. Keeping-notes and spending up to two
hours to complete all stages.

Alternatively, use the strategy in a group-setting, referring to the
scenarios for each stage.

Consider using a cross impact matrix at the end of Stage 3 or during
Stage 6, and decision trees and/or future wheels in Stage 5.
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The

MediuM,Range Problem-Solving and Planning

used in this section is,based on Unit III of:Training for

Leadership in Local Educational Improvement Programs. 'Although it was
i

designed as a general prbblem-solving model to be used to attack, prob,

lems of. varying magnitude or complexity, it is used bgre to initiate

change within 'a period of three to six months, across three grade levels

and three subject areas.

On pages 3-2-12 and 13 you will find a description of the model

,)

in tabular form. In examining the table, note that at the left is a

list of componenr f a general problem solving process. In the middle

column, these components have'beeh translated into 11 steps in planning

and conducting a school improvement program. The column at,the right

illustrates how the 11-step imodel is employed in elementary mathematics.

One should keep in mind-that the steps in the model are not 'always

performed in the order listed. A task later in the task rlow can some-

times be performed before one listed earlier, or two or more steps may

be combined.

Task 1: Specify the school system's aims in the area of concern.

Task 1 Scenario:

After attending a series of workshops on future-oriented edUcation,

a junior high school principal conducted similar workshops for the faculty

of her schbol. As a result, the faculty had agreed that a planning group

3-2 -101 1



should' e frzeed to Initiate some future,- oriented changes language
.

arts math, and social Studies. ./7\

The planning group, mas:compose f one teacher from each of the'r ,
-,

currtttsla argas, one studenfl:from each of the three grades (7, 8,
, " ),-

...

k

one parent, a member ofthe town, council, and .tha owner of a construction
0

company. The principal was grog leader.

Before the group's first meeting, the principal held a briefikorienta-
,

tioasessiOn with the citizens and students, and shared with them some

of the materials frot the workshops.

At the first planning meeting, in spite of a couple of heated argu-
,

ments,'the'following preliminary aims were agreed upon forstudents:

Develop.a. conception of alternative 'futures

Learn and apply some forecasting techniques
(4--

Develop a future - focused role-image

Develop a sense of social responsibility

Learn more-about human society

Apply .knowledge, skills, and dispositions to this town

No consensus was reached as to how these aims could be divided or

combined across grades or curricula.

Exercise:

. Determine the general nature of xour desired changes, your target
audience, probable -time limitations, and existing subject areas likely
to be affected by the changes. Determine preliminaryvaims. Determine
what you would-heed to do in order to organize and orient a planning
group if you chose to use this model in a school.
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TRANSLATION OF A GENERAL PROBLEM-SOLVING MODEL NTO A TASK FLOW FOR A LOCAL CHANGE PROGRAM

Components of a general

prffilemsolving model

'Identifying the, prOblem

f

Analyzing the problem

tsi

1,,,)

1-1

Searching for a solution

Task floow for a

change dprogram

Specify the school sytem's

aims in the area of concern

2, Assess' shortcomings im

accomplishing these aims

Choosing a solution

3. Conduct an analysis to

identify likely causes

of the shortcomings,

4 Conduct a resources

search for ways of over-

coming the shortcomings

identified in the needs

analysis

5. Conduct a local analysis

of factors favoring or

Opposing the adoption of

each alternative solution

being considered

, 6. Select the change program

to be introduced

Illustraqn; A chahe program

in elementary mathematics

Ail students should master 'the four basic

arithmetic operations, should learp'io think

in mathematics, land shoUleeipy mpthematics.

J
Elementary students, Blankety District

score low in arithmetic skills and mathematical

reasoning;, math is generally disliked.

With ability grouping, the low groups are taught

almost exclusively via drill and memorization;

the textbooks used are out-of-date; few math

suppleMentary materials are available,; many

of the teachers dislike teaching math.

SeverZreasonably priced textbook series ,ti

stressingo,Aern mathematics and matheMatical

reasoning are identified; cooperative teaching

is identified as- away of having teachers who

like math do most of the math teaching; the

use of heterogenous. grOuping seems desirable.

14

The school,board, administration, and paientl'

representatives favor adopting modern math,

.eliminating ability grouping, and introducing

team teaching; however, there is money only

for a pilotprograi ,introducing these Changes

in one elementary school, The principal and

most teachers in X Elementary Schools want to

try. the changes recommended.

The Eureka Modern Math program is chosen; the

Harvard cooperative teaching plan is selected

(multi-age grouping, hierarchical team organi-

zation, use of aides, informal,specialization

in teaching preferred subjects).



Preparing to try the

solution Chogien,

cr" *

Trying the solution

w

-

to

7. Design thetchpge program

.

8. Plan and conduct the activi-

ties required 'in preparing

to install the new program

9. Install and conduct, the

change program, and

assess the degree of

implementation of its

features

Evaluating the solution, 10. Assess the outcomes of the

program as related to its

aims

Deciding on a past -

tryout course of action 11, Decide on the basis of.

evaluative data whether

to.abandoni change, can-

tinue, or expand the

program

Olueprint of the .new math program is drawn

up, specifying the new learning materials and

how they are to be used; the organization an&

conduct of team teaching is spelled out.

:Duringrhe spring and summer, theenew materials

are obtained, the staff selected for the pilot,

project is ,trained in the use of the new math

materials 'and in the conduct of cooperative,

teaching. Thii school system and the community,

are oriented to the new program.' Preparations

are made to supervise and evaluate the program.

As of Septelber, the.new.mith program is intro-

duced in X School with consultative help from

the district's tentra staff ,in implementing

thqirogramts.features,' During the first year

of khOrogram, reasonably complete iiplernen7

tation of the progrp is achieved, though 'the,

teachers still need a better graSp of the new

math and of ways to teach it,

Outcomes are' favorable; students enjoy the

program, the teachers like cooperative teaching,

and achievement:resultsshow general imprOvement

in both skills and Mathematical reasoning.

Assuming the first year of the pilot' program is

complete and that result's areas stated above,

the decision probably should& to continue the

pilot test for at least another year to improve.

,program implementation and to get fuller outcome

data, Personnel from other schools may want to

intern in the program with the intent of adopting,

it later in their ichoo4.

r.



Task 2: Assess_shortcomIngs in accomplishing these aims.

Task 2 Scenario

The teachers in the planning groufaurveyetrtheir_c eagUes to
.

determine if any elements of any aims were being taught, and if, not,

why they had been omitted. Students informally, interviewed their peers.

Citizens did background reading, and each contacted five other citizens,'

or community leaders, to get reactions

actively involved in the community.

Results were reported to the group. In social studies there was

Z

some course content related to human society, but without a futures focus.

Math s ts in 8th grade learned to read graphs, but knew little or

nothing about trends. In general, reaction a`the aims was favorable,

although some teachefs were conCifted about learning and-teaching new

areas on short notice. Students were suspicious of the aims.
9

Exercise:
.

DeVecOp a futUre wheel ;for. Ch.of the aims you described for Task 1.
What.needi and consequences do you foresee if your aims are introduced
in your school? Decide' what tasks and methods you would assign to
members of a planning group inorder to accomplish Task 2.\
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Task 3: Conduct an analysis to identify like4.causes ofshoricomings.

Task 3 Scenario

The group bad combined this task with Task 2. Members reported that

teacher* hid-little time or inclination to develop new skills or knowl-
.

edge unless they could be excused from other duties. ThrOugh workshop

activities they were persuaded of the value of the aims, but they were still

concerned about pressures of time. Students, afraid of being given more

assignments, wanted to know4how a person could be graded on a disposition,

and shied away from:the idea that they were to.be given'social responsi-

bilities'. Community groups had never been invited to assist in educational

projects, but welcomed the idea.

Exercise:

Refer to your_ future wheels and your own knowledge. and experience
in order to 'identify possible causes.for negative reactions. Consider.
110W they could be. overcome.

z
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Task 4: Conduct a resources search for ways of overcoming negative reactions.

Task 4 Scenario

Members of the group.identified several approaches and places to

begin the resources search. The students delved into the principal's

library, paying particular attention to the World Future Society's

The Future: A Guide to Information Sources, and descriptions and samples

ot course materials. After discussion with the principal and supervised

by a guidance counselor, thty held open seminars to discuss and define

the dispositional aims. The principal approached the local information

center. She also talked with.district administrators about ways and

means of teacher training, believing that if teachers could be included

-in the planning,Process their knowledge and confience would increase.

Teachers and citizens collectqd information from local mitseums,libraries,

and other agencies,and persuaded the local newspaper to print a copy

of a form they had developed asking for voluntary assistance in facili-

tating-student activity in the town. This form was published alongside an

explanatory editorial about the project's aims and plans.

Although no single course or set of instructional materials was

found that could without modification, accomplish the aims, many ideas.

and course units could somehow be put,to use. The planning group recognized

that they would have to develop most 'of the materials Or methodS themselves,

and that teachers should be included in the development process.

Exercise:

Brainstorm a list of resources. Consider the bibliograaiy of this
guide as part of your list.

How would you organize the accomplishment of this task if you were
in charge of a planning group?
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Task 5: Condlocal a nalysis of factors fivoring Or opposing the

( adoption of. each alternative ablution under consideration.
\ '

Task 5 Scenario

Members of of the planning group and most other teachers were in
. :

favor'of introdiming the aims as given, however, the school board pointed

out that almost no money was available. Another limitation was time.

If the changes were to be implemented next semester, there remained ex-

actly 12 weeks of planning time. Also, teachersin the planning group

Could only be freed from regular teaching duties for one hour a week

for meetings. Results from the newspaper form were mixed, but did in-
'

clude many favorable and helpful responses.

Exercise:

Select one or two items on your list of resources. Develop a
decision tree for each item, beginning with one of the following
questions:

Does this resource person or agency favor my aims?
Is this resource material highly appropriate for my aims?
Alternatively, decide how you would go about conducting a local analysis.

3-2-17
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Task 6: Select the change program to be introduced.

Task 6 Scenario

After spending considerable time organizing lists, notes and other

materials, and discussing them in relation to project aims and constraints,

the group decided on the following:
4

Grade 7 - language arts: conception of alternative futures and

future-focused role-image to be developed

using science fiction stories; scenario

writing; and improvized drama.

- social studies: aims'above reinforced through discussion

3

of possible, probable, preferable futures .

arising from topics introduced in existing

course.

- math: brief introduction to tables and graphs based'on

local statistics.

Grade 8 - lauguage arts) future-focused role-image to he;developed

by scenario writing and dramatization

.based partly on "what if ...?" discussion's

arising from assigned reading, and

partly on individual diaries or journals

set in the future.

- social studies: techniques of the futUre wheel and de-

cision trees. introduced and used on real

personally-oriented developments and

Lt,
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decisions' relating to topics introduced in ex-

isting-course, and accompanied by discussiOns

of implications of'forecasts in terms-of social

responsibility.

- math: new course unit to be developed to teach techniques of
,

.10
trend extrapolation and Comprehension of exponential

growth, based on real, local, state, or national statistics.

Grade 9 - language arts: new and different assigned reading, with little

repetition within a clas6 of students, in-

dude assbrted materials from many times and

,places, -all relating to change in human society,

each set or group of readings to be followed by

discussions in a role-play mode to develop a

conception of change and a sense of "Where do

we go fiam'here?"

- social studies: -all six aims to be attempted, using a variety

of-materials, developing and conducting a

. Delphi on local environmental change, and

working with local community groups.

- math: review of trend extrapolation and update on local.sta-
.

tistics to be used by students to conduct trend analyses,
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Exercise:

Develop a'matrix, listing aims on one axis and specific resources
on the other axis.' Force fit each pair of items, us g notesor sym-
bols to identify positive and negative impacts,' and needs for. modifications.
Use the results of this cross impact matrix to draft an outline of the
specificity level used in the scenario.

Alternatively, consider how you would go about selecting or outlining
a change program if you were leading a planning group.

Task 7: Design the change program

Task 7 Scenario

The outline developed for Task 6 seemed to imply that initial work

would best be accomplished by'subject area co 11 Ithtees. 'Iach member of

the planning group selected a subject area and committees were formed.

Included in.the dommittees were teachers who would initiate the changes.

Persons who had responded to the published form also asked to join the

committees. The math group incldded a banker, a statistician working

for a government agency, and a computer programmer. The town librarian

and a reporter from the local newspaper joined the language arts group.

The social studies group expanded to include a 12th grader who belonged

/ro art environmental action group, and a curator from the natural'history

museum.

Each, committee elected a liaison person to collect and share in-

formation with other groups. They identified' affordable materials;

named outside speakers to address students; and listed local agencies

willing to have 9th graders observe or participate in their activities.

4
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Exercise:

Group or categorize your changes from Task 6 in such a-way that
each change area or course can be designed independently. Choose one
change area, identifying desirable and probable outcomes, and develop
a'future history tree such as that described on pages 1-2-11 -- 1-2-13

-of this guide.

Alternatively-determine who Could design each change area and how
best it could be accomplished.

Task 8: Plan and conduct the activities required in preparing to in-

stall the new program.

Task 8 Scenario

The groups obtained the, necessary' materials and reached agreements

with resource persons and agencies. Teachers shared their acquired

knowledge and skills, and presented comprehensive descriptions of their

plans, including methods and materials, to the principal. Usiug these

descriptions, the principal prepared a brochure which was circulated to

parents and other citizens and agencies who had been contacted during

the planning procm. Also, the principal worked with district personnel

and representatiNaS of local agencies in solving insurance problems that

arose in sending 9th graders outside the school.

Exercise:

Refer to your Tasks 6 and 7 results. Select two problematic change
areas. Develop a future wheel fbr each, concentrating on "needs" arising
if the change is introduced.

Alternatively, consider what planning activities would 'have to be
conducted in order to accomplish this task.



Task 9: Install and conduct the change program and assess the degree
4

of implementation of its features.

Task 9 Scenario

.Six months afell the first planning meeting, the changes were imple-

mented. The implementation was complete and satisfactory with the ex-
a

ception of some problems'in 'the 9th grade language arts course.. There

had been insufficient time-to select and obtain all the materials the

committee would have liked for that course and some of the materials that

were used had been beyond the ability of students.

Exercise:

How would you assess the Ogree of implementation?

Task 10: Assess the outcomes of the program as related to its aims.

Task 10 Scenario

Some standardized and some criterion-referenced measures had been

administered to students before and after the courses. Teachers had kept

lesson logs. Results indicated that most students had shown significant

progress in reaching aims. Teachers identified some needed modifications,

but in general were well-pleased with the changes and the results. 4

Exercise:

How would you go about identifying suitable standaridized measures
and/or developing criterion-referenced measures?
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Task 11: Decide on the basis of evaluative data whether to abaAdon,

change, continue, or expand the program.

Task 11 Scenario

The planning4roup decided that the changes should be continued with

minor modifications, and. ion of the 9th grade languagOart6 tourSe.

,Teachers suggested that the following year they should explore aims re-

lating to personal competencies, interpersonal skills, and interdepend-

ence of nations.
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The'Moael in th

Range Planning

t44ii is based- on that presented in The Adoles-

cent, Other Citizens, and their High Schools, the report of Task Forte '74.

This planning'strategy is fOrmal, comprehensive, and takes at least 18

months to accomplish. It is.appropriate when changes are major, far-

reaching, or such that they are influenced by or will influence factors
elf

such as the district budget, policies, ,regulatiqns, or legislation. Each

of the 15 tasks takes one month to complete, with the exception of Task 11,

which takes,apprximately three months, and Task 15 which takes place

over two months. It is assumed that Task 1 will be completed in.June

(say of 1978) so that the program('a) can be implemented the following

September;(1979).

Three groups of people are involved; members of one group may or

may not be members of the other two groups. The-groups are referred to

herg,,,bj, key letters:-

A: District superintendent, and/or staff, and/or school personnel.

B: Planning committee made up of students, teachers, district staff, and

citizens (including parents).

C: Task force including students, teachers, and citizens.

Since this strategy is very comprehensive, you should read. the re-
.

port of Task Force '74 if you wish to apply the model. Following the

outline presented here, each task is discussed in the form of scenario

notes or directives. These are deliberately sketchy, but should

give you a general1.mp ession of procedures and possibilities.

3 -2-24
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Task Force '74 outline

1. (A). Develop the preliminary proposal to be presented to

and/or district board:

2. ( )

e school.

Present,the*proposal to the board for approval. Organize and

orient the planning committee.

3. (B). Conduct preliminarylstudies.

4. (B). 'Inform the general pubi &c.

5. (B). Conduct needs assessment to determine desirable goals, programs,

and outcomes.

6. (B). Identify resources andconstraints.

7._ (B). Develop list ,of tentative Alternatives based on resullts of needs

assessment and identified resources and constraints.

8. (B). Survey students, parents and teachers to identify preferred'
4

4

alternatives:

9. (B)-Determine final liat of options with plan fOr.staffing and bud-

get allocations.

(A). Submit final proposal to board forapproval.

10. (B). Appoint task force.. Preregister students for the fall

11. (). Plan units of instruction for programA for each option giVen

in the final proposal. (Theierig1nal model listg010 factors

to be considered in this task.)

12. (C). Finalize plans for implementation.

13. (C); Orient students, parents, and general public.

14. (C).. Implement program.
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15. (B). Evaluate program effectiveness.

Task 1 '(A)- Develop a preliminary proposal.

Task 1 (A) Scenario

The district superintendent and his staff had spent three months

putting together a proposal, a lengthy document with extensive references

to considerations such as state graduation requirements and college

missions,. out-of-school insurance and labor union laws district and

county policies and regulations, and funding needs.

They had also conducted trend analysis and extrapolations on stu-

dent enrollment and achievement, employment needs and opportunities for

the 1980's and probable developments in education.

Their target was one ofr-the district's three high schools. The

major changes they were proposing were based in part on the seven re-

Commendations presented in Module 2, Unit 11 'of this guide, and were in-
..,

.fluence4 by the Philadelphia Parkway Project as well as the desire to

incorporate work study programs into the plan. In order to allow stU-
.

dents-to take as many different courses as they wished and to allow

flexibility for, changing needs, they proposed that the school year con-

sist of six sessions (each 6-8 weeks long) instead of three selesters,.

and that ailernoon courses would mainly consist of electives,' work study

programs, courses taken at the local vocational- technical school, and

lectures or. courses offered by business persons and othtrs outside the

school. All courses would be open to all students, regardless of age or

3-2-26
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grade level.

Exercise:;

lb

t011eCt data relevant to your school ot,district and use that data
to conduct a,trenkanalysis and extrapolation. Explore educational trends
and developmeykts With special reference to probable state or federal
mandates thee may influence graduation.requitements. course content or
structure, or student grouping. Determine a target group or school and
list desirable changes to be implemented two years from now.

.Task 2 (A) Present the proposal to the board for approval. Organize.

and orient the Planning. committee.

Task 2 (A) Scenario

The preliminary proposal was submitted and the course changes Appro440..

,The board Showed some reservations about proposed scheduling ch es and

the possibility that some students would choose appealing courses at\the

, expense of.their overall needs. A planning committee was organized and

oriented.

Exercise:

...Anticipate probable needs and consequences of some of your listed
changes by,,using uture wheels. Use the results of the wheels to deter
mine how you mi t persuade the board of. the acceptability and practicality
of your propos . Keep the wheels and offer them to the planning committee
for 'Tasks 11. Consider a desirable balance in representation for
the planning committee and make 'a tentative list of people to be included.

Task 3 (B) Conduct preliminary studies:77

Task 3 (B) Scenario

.

The planbing group leader (a district assistant superintendent) had

piepared a set of information, pages that included references and examples

V.
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Of each of the propdsed changes.0 Member's were encouraged to conduit

research of their own to identify arguments, data, or materials to

support the proposed changes. These findings were shared and discussed.

r 6
Either refer to your future wheel or to relevant literature to

identify support for your proposal: You may also-wisK either to develop
and administei a brief informal survey among parents and students, or to
interview a iandom Semple of those groups..

Task!. (B) Inform the general public.

Task 4 (B) Scenario

4111,

Synthesizing material from the information pages and results of

Task 3, the group developed a flyer which was sent to local newspapers

and radio and TV stations, mailed to.parents, and distributed to agencies

such as the public library. Students-made posters outlining the proposed

changes and invited the public to ask for copies of the flyer.

Exerci4e:

Using any or all materials developed or studied so far, draft ad-
vertising material for your proposal.

Task 5 (B) Conduct peeds assessment.

Task 5 (B) Scenario

The planning committee developed a modified Delphi, listing desir-

able goals, programs and outcomes. Respondents included students, parents,

teachers and other citizens. Only two rounds were cdnducted. Results

were tabulated an5i analyzed.



Exercise:

.Refer to the guidelines in Module 2 of Unit I of this guide and
develop a Delphi-of no more than twenty.items relating to the goals,
progrims,.and outcomes of your proposal. Identify respondents. Adminis-

1

er the Delphi and tabulate the results.
,

Task 6 (B) Identify resources and constraints.

Task 6 (B) Scenario.

The planning group referred to the original proposal in order to

identify previously determined constraints. Each member was assigned

to explore one element
0

, for instance, human 'resources outside the school,

material resources, school facilities, etc. Reports were made to the group.

Exercise:

Determine factors that should be explored and the best source of
information or method for exploring them. List assignments and exploration
guidelines. Distribute them among group members.

Task 7.(B) Develop list of alternatives.

Task 7 (B) Scenario

Using the results of the Delphi and the results of Talk. 6, the

o
planning group developed a complex

A
cross impact matrix to determine

possible, probable,and preferable'options. i.

a

Exercise:

Develop a matrix with Delphi'results on one axis and resources and
constraints on the other axis. Bring each pair of items together in an
impact square to determine.nossible-an&preferable options. Refer to
your future wheels to. make sure that you have not omitted any considerations.

41,
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Task 8 (B) Conduct a survey to identify preferred alternatives.

Task 8 .(8) Scenario

The planning group developed a survey form allowing for open-ended

responses and asking respondents to-indicate on a Likert scale the level

of desirability of each option given. Those who responded to the Delphi

responded to this survey. Results were analyzed.

Exercise:

Develop a survey'form similar to that described above. Identify
respondents. Conduct tile survey.

Task 9 (B) Determine final list of'options%

(A) Submit final proposal to board r approval.

Task 9 Scenario

Referring to the results of Task 8, the planning committee outlined

the.final list of changes (options): The superintendent's group used this

list to write a final proposal which-included plans for staff development,

training, and desired budget allocations. The proposal was submitted and

approved with a few minor changes.

Exercise:

Refer. to the results of Task 8 and list final options. Outline
staffing and budget needs. Develop and.submit a proposal.



Task 10 (B) Appoint task force. Preregister students for the fall.

Task 10 (B) Scenario

Two task forces with liaison were appointed, one to develop the

courses, and the other to plan scheduling._ Students were oriented' and

tentatively registered. The scheduling task force used student registration

data.

Exercise:

Determine the number and kind(s) of task forces needed. Draft
possible membership lists. Appoint and orient task force members. Pre-
register students.

Task 11 (C) Plan units of instruction.

Task 11 (C) Scenario

Referring to the resources identfied in Task 6, the group identified

materials and persons that could assist them. Resource persons were in-

vited to submit tics which they could offer students, outlines of

work study programs they could run, or outlines of elective courses they

could offer (no more than 6 lesson periods per elective course). Ne

the group selected materials for modification, and began development of

new materials. At this point the members divided into subsections each

responsible for a series of related courses. Those teachers not di-

rectly participating in the first task force's identification, modification,

development process were given drafts of materials as they were completed

so that they could discuss with members of the planning group the teaching

methods needed to implement the changes. The second task force dealt
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with student scheduling and planning time tables for outside resource

persons.

E2c1.1Elis#:

Determine bow best to.divide work among the task force members.
Plan ways and means for ongoing staff development and training., consider
assigning one person to check results of previous tasks and to make up
a file of .annotated resources for future reference.

Task 12.(C) Finalize plans for implementation.

Task 12 (C) Scenario

The task force and plannilOgkgroup met and shared results. -They
A

then called a general meeting #11 teachers and outside resource .per-

sons so that the superintendent lould report on progress and outline over-
-

all results. Participants thenVided into two discussion groups to

ensure that all changepleWand!materials were clearly identified and
9 .1 .

st
everyone UnderstToli s.or ber-

.

,1 P
'onsibilities. A similar meeting was

, v.,
held for outside .'retbut /

Exercise:

Accomplish the_tOk. -dgin-tA.getbod described in the scenario.

Task 13 (C) Orient stiiiien S;.::parirag',And general publie.

Task 13 (C) Scenario
.'='

The methods used fOr:74.4k,41wtepeated.- Students and parents were

invited to an orientation mieetitiletchOol.



.Exercise

Draft an information flyer.

Task 14 (C) Implement program.

Task 14 (C) Scenarib -

In spite of initial chaos at the beginning of-school as students went

through a 'drop-add' process, the <changes were implemented..

Task 15 (B) Evaluate program effectiveness

Task 15 (B) Scenario

A variety of methods and measures were developed and administered

to determine effectiveness of each of. the changes.
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Robert Scanlon; Harold Shane, Patrick Suppes, and Ralph Tyler assess the
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.

Bantam, 1975.
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WeinVeTger, J. CEd.j., Planning schools for the future.
Pa.: Research for Better Schools, Inc., 1976/.

This volume ident4qes and-analyzes societal changeg forecast for

the decades ahead andprojects their major implications for", schools of

.

the futuFe. The initial chapter reviews future,trends challenging the **
ft

schools.' The following chapter Identifies edu.aationai goals thatip

relevant to preparing thellearner to.live effectiVely in the'detades ahead"

and reviews various.means for accomplishing, the goils.,k Then folTOwfour
.

chapters that present alternative designs for schools oC the future, stress-
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It
World Future Socidty. The future: A guide to information &purees.

Washington, D. C.: World Future Bociety, 1977.
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